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Grandpa's Decoration Day Story

SOME MATTERS
IN

FOREIGN

MOST HONORED DEAD

COUNTRIES
k&Vx

i&fcr--

Kk.jp

If

last resor: the real power Is his, si in
the last resort tne real responsibility
Is his. He cannot cast off on any one
else the responsibility for our governmental shortcomings.
Nothing is
cheaper than to say that the people
are all right but that the politicians
are all wrong. As a matter of fact
politics, and therefore politicians, will
in the long run r: present faithfully
either the wishes or the Indifference
of the people: and If the people are
unmierent tne results are just a!out
as .bad as if they deliberately choose
10 go wronjr.
so it Is w th t:h en.
listed man. When I call attention to
the hinh place he holds, and must
ever
in the esteem of every sensible man. I do it less with the inteni 1 ' i
tion of emphasizing The respect due
n
mm ny insiders than w ith the intention of making him realize tha. hurHon
Indiof (honorable obligation resting upon
um snouiaers. uy unwearied effort he
must learn to do his duty, whether
duty lies afloat or ashore, whether
In the cavalry or the Infantry,
It
In the gun turret or in the engine
room. He must le able to handle
himself and to ..andle th
111
and delicate mechanism intrusted to
Ml 'I i l: i Is
rf-- .iVl--ii LaIwi
at 'tut
in.
im im 'it
uis care in such manner that- If evw
it ibeconies his fortune to take iart
IT
in battle for the Hag another page
be added to the many which go
HI
Norfolk, Va., May 30. Never in the our military service depends chiefly shall
to make up the long honor roil of
history of this city did the celebra ujwn tne efficiency of the average en' American
history.
tion of Decoration day attract so enor- listed man, so the efficiency of th.e namous a crowd of visitors from the tion as a whole depends chiefly upon
So, lad, you don't just understand thousands, butchered them, wounded world la to live, and then, north and
Able in Other Than War.'
surrounding districts as this year. the way in which the average roan
why
a lot of grizzled old men should, them, tortured taem. It took the best south, a great effort was made to
In
closing
I
your
ask
perf.
rrus his iplain, every day duties.
attention to
Thla was due to the fact that Presithe
our
fact
a day when God's un Is shin- blood in the country, north, and south, forget to be brothers and friends
waste
that
soldiers
deand sailors
dent Roosevelt had consented to exfor
forget lad, there were good again; to (build up a stricken land;
are
able
to
do
duty
their
great
ing,
la
Greater Responsibility of Leaders.
and march away to th gloom ot mendon't
liver the Memorial address at the
gray
in
as well as in Mue. They and to take up the burden of making
emergencies
even
than
other
those of a cemetery
This does not mean that the leader, war. Recently
orcises i.f the Army and Navy Union,
scatter flowers on fought for what they thought to he this the most wonderful land icn the
most appalling dis- mounds that and
you
in the, Naval hospital cemetery at whether In military or civil life, can aster t'aat has the
to
are
only
right
mounds,
and so did we, and tnat means globe.
ever befallen any city
escape bearing a peculiar burden of in
tidewater, near Norfolk.
to the world represents a wiunaer-fu-l awful fighting, lad.
And we are succeeding, lad.
our country, the most appalling dis- but Idea.
President Koosevelt, accompanied responsibility. To him has been given aster
Why, boy, if you should take all
The flag that your daddy hoisted
has befallen any city of the
grand-daddby Secretary Loeb and several per- much and from him much win be de- same that
Away
your
back,
when
the people In ten (big towns like this over the hoiwe this morning is the
size for a century past, befell bad two good
sonal friends, arrived here this morn- manded. It is right and proper that the gnat
legs
was
apry
as
and
and bury them right now, it would not flag of Alabama, and Texas, Ohio, and
.eautiful city of San as you
ing, on board the Mayflower, and the man In a high position, whether Francisco. and
today, it became necessary cover the deaths In that big war.
of all of us, and I love it, for I fought
the midst of their hor- to fightare
preserve the unity of a
landed at the pier of the navy yard. his jtosition be that of a high civilian ror and pityIn and
to
And your grandmother and thous- for It, nnd every one of those green
sympathy the rest nation. The great country was plunged
Rear Admiral P. F. Harrington and in time of peace or of a 'high military of our .people were
ot other mothers and grand- mounds represents love for it, and
rendered proud into war, and you've neard enough to ands
the members of his staff were there to or naval officer in time cf war, should and glad by the courage,
mothers cried until they could no every boy should grow up to feel that
the self know what a terrible thing war is.
receive the president. After he ex receive a marked degree of credit it
longer shed tears. And some pf the it belongs to him and that, if trouble
ue
shown by
And, this was worse, for it was a women fought like men and others comes, he should lay down his lire
change of greetings the president and he perforins his difficult, delicate, and he
mtn and women of San Fraucisco war
his narty were driven through the responsible task well, and should, on t hemaelves
home.
fighting
It wasn't like
at
went as nurses, and If Carnegie should for it.
.
under 4li auHiion n,i
city to the Naval hospital cemetery the other bani. be held to an
So you see. lad, Decoration Day
fnl calamity which nad befallen them. a foreign foe. It wasn't like defeating make medals night end day tor a year
In.
of
ally
any
front
accountability,
sharp
Tidewater.
the
for
driving
a
British and
at
them out ol
he couldn't hope to supply them to represents love of country; devotion;
We have yet another source of pride
which
house,
shortcomings.
any
court
In
which
Portsmouth
land
In
time of crisis in the fact tnat. th
they had no business. the' neroes. of that war, men and appreciation;
the
flrt imrio
It was a family was, and it hurt women, yes, and children.
the president passed on his way to the the man in high office in civil life, the outside
Those are long words, dear lad.
the city who were able to ex- - because
cemetery, a grand stand had been man In high command in military or
brothers fougnt brotheis, ye,
And most of the folks wiho fought Perhaps they are too long for a little
rener
ienu
help
were
and
the
officers
by
the
occupied
was
can,
which
life,
naval
erected,
if ne be weak or
killed them.
And fathers and In that war fought because of their loy, but they are the thing that help
and enlisted men of the garrison and and
children of the town. They re- - j competent, paralyze, the actions ct a the
ships in the immediate neighbor- sons were found In opposing armies. love of country, lad. It is as fine as transfer youngsters like you into
j
and
cheers
boy,
with
who
president
multitude of 1rave and able men
celved the
when you get big enough to your love for your mother. It is some- strong men and good men.
hood of San Francisco. The alertness, Oh,
understand, and love your country as thing that makes a nation great dnd
the waving of little flags, me pres- - are under him. On the other hand, If the Instant
And now we'll get Into the parade,
response
ta
the
demand
briefly
addressed
in
intellect,
stopped
you
ddent
must if you are to ibe a wiso and strong; and men true and upright. and while we koep step to the music
and
and above all, in charac- made ujion them, the mixture of
he
ter,
he is able to rise level to the
gcod citizen, you should pray the good You know, lad. a gcod soldier Is al- of the fife and drum, we'll be glad
the children. A few minutes later
with orderly opul- God
continued on his way to the ceme- need of the moment, he may so com- ence andinitiative
to (whom you say your "Now I ways a good citizen, and a brave man that the Iblg world isn't too busy to
coherence
action,
of
high
the
Confedebine and direct the actions of the personal valor
tery, where the Union and
lay me," evry night, to preserve us can never ho a very had man.
devote one day each year to Memory,
and
steady
the
endurmany
rate veterans of Norfolk, Portsmouth
under him as to make their ance and strength
from another civil war.
And Anally It' was all over and right and the men who fought for the
shown
by
solthe
assemwere
joint
already
effort irreslstinle.
The first
It starved had triumphed as right must if the Grand Idea.
and Berkeley
It lasted years, lad.
and sailors ot tne regular army
bled, awaiting his arrival. A salute duty of a leader, civ., or military, Is diers
navy
and
coping
in
witn
this
disaster,
president
entered to lead; and he must lead wen. Ex- were a great
was fired when the
In time of
the cemetery grounds and proceeded actly .as the pecple must demand the battle. Such aas If shown
shnill.l maUa TRINIDAD BOY IS
BOMB ONLY MEANS
to the grand stand, from which he ad Highest grade of integrity and effici every true American
DECORATION DAY
proud cf the
ency trom their leaders in civil af army
dressed the assembled auditors.
anu
navy
.and
every
should
make
fairs,
so in military affairs they must
At the conclusion of the address the
American resolute to see that
DROWNED IN HUDSON
OF RUSSIAN RELIEF
IN MANY PLACES
president returned to the navy yard, insist upon every officer devoting all true
Uirough our national authorities
at
Adthe best, that there is in him to fittiug Washington
where he was the guest of Rear
we make such sprovislon
miral P. F.Mlarrington. In the af- - himself in the duties of his profession,
t,
maintenance, the
ternnon, after luncheon, the president to caring for and drilling and training by law for the training
j;f the. n rm v President's Tribute to Mc- - Governor General of Kutais Is President at Portsmouth Unend the
received the officers of the naval sta- - those under him, so that alike in ipoitit and the
shall ever
tion, and then returned to the May- - of iersonnel and in point of material sijuu in navy that they
tne loretront ot their respect
Kinley Is a HandSeriously Injured by
veils Monument to
flower and started for Washington.
the army and navy of the United ive professions.
States may reach as high a paint of
perfection as is humanly possible.
some Wreath.
Explosion.
Dead Defenders.
PRESIDENT'S SPEECH
This is thdi work that onlv the lead- - ALBUQUERQUE MEN
ers can do; and if they stiirk it their
IN DISROBING SCENE
This day is hallowed and sacred in shame is unsptaKable.
WATER CHANGE AT CHICAGO COSSACKS FIRE AT CROWD WASHINGTON, CHICAGO AND
throughour history, tor on this day
out the land we meet to pay homage Leader Dependent Upon Those Led. ALL BECAUSE BERNALILLO COUNto tne memory or me vauani ueau
Nevertheless it remains true that
TY HAS A VERY BAD ROAD
who fell in the great Civil War. No no leader can accomplish very much
ACROSS
THE
RIVER
NEAR Mohonk Peace Conference Is in Many Killed and Mouses Burned New York, With Stricken San Franother men deserve so well of their unless he has the right kind of nun
ATRISCO.'
country as those to whom we owe it to lead. Unless the enlisted man has
Session With Three Hundred
in Which They Took Refuge
cisco, Appropriately Observe
that we now have a country. More- the right stuff in bun it stands to That there Is a bad mud hole in the
over, the men to whose valor we owe reason that no officer can get it out road bttween this city and Los Luna
Delegates Present.
From
the Cossacks.
Memorial Day.
it that the Union was preserved have of him, because i is not there to get can be testified to by a young attorleft us a country reunited in fact as out. So in civil life, if all our leaders ney at law of the city, and a man who
well as in name. They have left us were Washingtons and Lincolns they owns a lumljer mill iu the Zunl mounNew York, May 30. Details of the
Ilorjon,
May
Portsmouth,
May 30.
30. President
the memory of great deeds and the could, nevertheless, make no perman- tains. They were driving leisurely drowning of Arthur Keese, of TriniRoosevelt joined tho people of Viralike of men who wore ent improvement in our citizenshrp along where the 13 Camino Real wiii dad, CoIij., a seaman of Admiral Ev- An atempt on the life of Gen.
governor general of Kutais, ginia today in a beautiful and impresthe blue and of the men who wore the unless the average citizen had in him pass Atrisco some day, .when they en- ans' flagsalp, in the Hudson river,
gray in the contest where brother the capacity for such, improvement. countered a place in the road where Monday, has just been made public. was mado last night, as he was taking sive tribute to tho nation's dead. Under the auspices of tho Army and
fought brother with equal courage, In the last analysis it is the man be tihe overflow of the acequia had made Reeae fell into the river as ho was
train for Uiflis. The general ar- Navy Union, an organization of ofTors
with equal sincerity of conviction. hind the ballot who counts most in a small lake. There was no way to going on board the vessel. When the
rived at the statiou, eur rounded by and enlimod men in the United States
with equal fidelity to a high ideal, civil life, jut as the man behind the drive around the pond, so the duet, nrst seen he was about eighty yards an
escort of Cossacks, when two army and navy, the president delivered
as it was given to eacn to see mat, gun counts most In military life,
who are a little bashful about having from the Maine. The launch at once bombs were thrown at him and ex- a
memorial day address to an audiideal.
their names mentioned, started to steamed to rescue him, but owing to ploded in the midst of the party- - se- ence
numbering thousands.
ImmeMan in Ranks Credited.
drive tnrough It. About the middle the ewift tide the man rapidly driflt-- d riously injuring tho governor, a mem- diately after delivering
the
oration of
e cannot too nigmy honor the of the pond the hcrses stuck fast, the
Armv and Navy Above All.
down stream. Just rs one of the ber of his titan, and several Cos- the day
president
the
Moreover, it is a peculiar pleasure nie!IK r' of tlle leaders iu the Civil buggy stuck fast, and the occupants men on the launch reached for him sacks. The remainder of the Cossacks monument thein the Navalunveiled
cemetery,
to speak today under the auspices of war of Grant and Lee: of Sher of the vehicle were in a similar
was
Heeso
with
sank
a
and
Joat
perh,k;
many
killing
by
fired
the
crowd
into
erected
Army
the
Navy
and
Union
of 'Stlone-walposition. After some deep not seen again. He was an expert sons. They also burned to the groillid to the memory of Ha
the Army and Navy Union, of tae man and Johnston;
dead comrades.
Jackson
and Sheridan, and thinking, it was decided that there swimmer.
union which is meant to Include the
buildings
in
vicinity,
tho
the
into
officers and enlisted men of the regul- of Farragut, and of the captains who was no alternative but to wade out.
which the people fled. Gon. AiihanofT, EVERY GRAVE IS
tought uuder and against him. Uut Of course, they didn t want to got
ar- f.!Prf'p rf thft ltnitoI Ktnips
PRESIDENT SENDS WffEATH
the pacifier of tho Kulatis province, is
PROPERLY REMEMBERED.
upon
man
after
the
whom
a"
the
of
no
actly as there is
their clothes wet and muddy. Forother bodv
TO McKINLEY'S GRAVE. the most hated man in the Caucassas.
Chicago, May u0. Decoration day
rest was the plain tunately, the place was a lonely sjKit,
men to whom in the past we haveichlei tredlt
Canton. Ohio, May HO. President He laid waist fifty villages, absolutely In this city is generally observed, a
owned so much as to the veterans ot nia" la tue ranks, the man in blue or and the road was an unfrequented Hoosevelt's
Memorial day tribute to wiping them out, and conimitited atro- majority of tho business houses begray
in
see
went
to
who
war
in
the
A
disrobing
one.
the Civil War. so there is no other
tcene in a buggy the memory of William McKink
y was cities that attracted tho attention of ing closed for a part, aud nianv for
body of men among all cf our citizens through, and who did see it through. sent Is said to have f Uowec,
that
Appropriate
entire day.
He had the courage to tand without would make Florence Roberts green a handsome wreath of white carna- the whole country.
services
iipuw ii. nu!r
of iiuinv u hr i3 a
were held in all the cemeteries, under
and hydrangeas. The floral
as well of v.ie country as the officers "'"cuing the bickerings of the sklrm-an- with envy. The buggy was filially ex- tions
CAPSIZING
FATAL
OF
piece
the
tomb of the
was taken to
direction of tho different Orand Army
enlisted men of the army and the 'i'1"3 and the hammering of the great tracted from the mud anil after a martyred
AN OVERLOADED
STEAMER. posts, and tho grave of every man
president, l.y Mrs. McKin-lenavy of the United States.
Every nyll,s: he mad the steadfast endur-ma- pltiuge in the Rio Orande, which ran
Vice
morning.
President
Rica, Kussia, May 30. An overload- known to have taken part in tho Civil
tnis
who has served well and faith-- . ame to bl'ar with uncomplaining
near by, the attorney and his friends
the hunger and the heat and made tneir toilet and continued their Fairbanks sent rein- mbrances also, ed excursion steamer capsized off tho war or tho late war with Spain, was
auoat or ashore, in the service 0,111
Judge Day remembered tho day pier lien; J cst rday. Ouly ten
appropriately remembered.
of the United States, has shown lhattht coltl. the scorching days and the Journey. However, it must be said, and
(loral piece.
seventy (ive persons fn board were
ne possesses certain qualities which freezing nights, the grinding, heart-entitl- tiiat they had the .pleasure of seeing with
TWENTY THOUSAND GRAVES
saved.
him in a peculiar degree to the breaking tatigue of (he marches, the a couple of natives get into the same LAKE AT CHICAGO IS
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED.
wearisome
camps,
monotony
of
the
respect cf all his fellow citizens, while
predicament they hail Just extracted
Washington, 1). c, May 30. MeSHOWING GREAT VARIATION.
every man who is now in the services 811,1 the slow suffering of the field thcmselvts from. The natives came
T!. e lake level THE SCHOOL OF MINES
Chicago.
So.
May
day services in this city were
morial
can not but feel hlmseh uplifted bv hospitals. So in the army and the up just as the attorney end Ins friend today varied us much as tour feet, go-ton an elaborate scale. As in the past,
navy
today,
we
analysis
in
the
ON
last
INSPECTION the principal exercises were at ArSTUDENTS
the thought that in any time of future
weie leaving.
two feet
in? from two feet
crisis it may be that the -- onor of the must dei nd upon having the right
I he boat
alMive.
hi o the life sav- lington, where an immenst
crowd
n
the
enlisted
tnff
ELEVEN
MORE
DEAD
ADDED
man
and then
whole nation will depend upon his
gathered.
station at the f.nm i of the Chi-ha- Special Correspondence.
ins
Twenty thousand graves
having
that
SAN
put
TO
FRANCISCO
CALAMITY
pror
into
stulf
bearing. There rests upon each of "I1""
cago river, which never
were
been
wet
decorated.
Socorro, N'. M., Mv 2'J. The fallowSan Francisco, May 3H. The re- in
you a tremendous burden of respon- snajw. So again in our republic as a
the heaviest .s onus on the lake, ing young gentlemen
of the 8chool of NEW YORK ENJOYS
now mains of eleven more victims of the
slbility, and therefore to ycu belongs whole It Is just as tiuu iu pea
ft' oded to u d pt h i if six inches.
was
years ago in war fire have been discovered, bringing
Mines have left for liislee. Tombthe proud privilege of bearing that as it was forty-fivAN IDEAL DAY FOR IT.
phenomenon is a'1 touted to a stone,
that it is the character of the average the death list ut the morgue up to IIS. The
Cananea and other mining cen-- j
load of responsibility well.
New York, May 30. Mem rial day
wind,
coupled
sudden
shifting
with
of
mining
trip.
man that must U-- the determining Two were found In the ruins of a a rapid change
extensive
on
an
ters
The.
of ban mi tic pressure, ins;ection will be under the direction was celebrated in this tit y with a
Navy and Army Composed of Citizen. tactor in achieving national success store at 114 Third. ftreet. Five bodies No damage to shippir.g
i s reported.
parade, in winch the memoc is of the
H. II. Hrinsmade and O. (5. A.
of i'mfe.-.-or- s
This audience is comjvosed largely or going down to national disaster, were taken from the ruins ol the
and siveral detach uieuts ot
R. Smith, of the schot.l.
The list is; United it.States
of veterans of the Civil War, largely Leadership is necessary in order t hat Kingsbury house. The remain.-- , of FOR THE PEACE OF
troops and marines
Harry
Ohio;
of
l'eck.
of men who have served in cr are we may get reany good results out ot two Chinese were taken
Harvey
from
the
THE ENTIRE WORLD.
took part. The weather w as ideal,
Oibltons,
J.
Iowa;
ot
serving in the army and the navy of a high average of individual cnarac- ruins of Chinatown. (Jim body was
John
C.
of
Kil.e,
l.al e Mohonk. N. V . May 3o. The
and great, crowds lined the route of
lho United States. They are concern- - ter; but wittuut the high character in found in u vacant lot near the oi l twehtii annual Im'.i- Mohonk confer- - Oklahoma: Samuel Cockerell. of Vir-- . parade, cheering
the veteian..s as they
Uliss,
of
Wade
ginia
ed not only with the duties or the; the average individual tho leadership postolllce and the last found was in ence of in!, rnatiotial
Hamilton
ind
arbitration
went by.
soldi, r and the sailor, but with the, l.y Itself can avail but little
Texan
opened today with tin attendance of
the rear of 515 Third s'reet.
duties of the civilian, wit.i all matters
To Discuss International Arbitration.
ongressmen,
.o.i diplomats, jori.-'-s
Real .Power in Individual.
affecting the plain, every day citizen
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
c! rgynien,
Moiioiik Lake, N. V., May 30. The
educatoi s. editors and PASSENGER TRAIN WRECKED
New it is easy to say .nis in words
NEGROES AS BUSINESS MEN
as he dues his every day duties. For
SOUTHERN
IN
COLORADO,
Mohonk t'onierencu on Internallanthropisis.
The o ' ning address
A siHtcj
Kin.. May Mo
we muni always rememhtr that In kiir which shall imply merely flaitery of
was made by Allien K, Smiley, who
Trinidad, Colo., May 30. All wost tiona! Arbitration opened its twelth
country our army and navy are an, t.'ie average voter or of the average com n t ii in of colored men is being was followed by ex
tary of State hound Santa Ke trains are being de-- annual meeting here today.
f voluu-- enlisted man. I certainly do not in- held here today lor the purpose of (lis-- John V.
army and navy made up
Stcrctary of Slate John W. FosPoster, j re h nt of the con- - toured over the Colorado & Southern;
.
t ikcu.
tny
to
wor.ls
a
so
lie-is
tend
be
a
vounteers;
cursing
Ivanceim
of
are
it
the
lit
the
our
teen:; all
furos
feience.
today on account of passenger train ter, who has ulso been president of
any
of
sure
in
man
n.
Many
sun
if
weakness
ashore,
s
in
are1
M.
as
inter
u
r
afloat
and
i
tegular,
No. lu, ea;-- t bound, U'lng wrecked last the eighth and ninth conference, openinerelv our fellow citizens, who. of lie is always wanting to be tlaitered, es'iiig qiM Muns will c me up tor conKansas City bleep.
miles ed the conference, and will preside
night at Thatcher, thirty-fiv- e
Kaii.-a- s
problem
May
.Mo.,
30.
,'i.u-i- r own tree will have taken up this land especially it he lets his head be sideration, atm.ng tleMii
ReCity,
east of here 011 the Santa Fe. Engi- over its iiuM tings. Among tho prinaverage
l.y
l
mi
througn
young
mau
lie
tiatttry.
giving
ceipts
a
turned
once
of
s.m
tne
coloud
particular task. The tak
of shiep,
market is
Pennington was the only person cipal to ics which will come up for
steady; sheeip. 3. 1" ' Mi ; yearlings, neer
they return to the body of our citizen-- ' voter needs to learn and ami to keep belter education and trainin? In
injured. The cause of the wreck was discussion will be the approaching
if
steadily
that
lu
K.'itQj
in
mind
the
the
cHicieucy
of
fact
o.4o; lambs, $'..r.lKiti."5.
matter.
ship; and txr.ctly as the
Hague and
conferences.
spreading rails.

The Great English Derby

PRESIDENT DELIVERS

ADDRESS BEFORE THE
ARMY A D NAVY

N

Stakes Won

By Spearmint.
ENGLISH
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BATTLESHIP

LOST

United States' Commissary
Stock of Kerosene Is on
Fire at Colon. , -

Makes Story of the Past the Basis of Demand
for

Today

London, May

30.

Spearmint

won

the derby stakes ot 6,5uO soverlegna
for the entry ot colts and Allies.

Spearmint was foaled In 1903. The
course was. about one mile and a half
at Epsom. Maher, American jockey,
rode Spearmint.
Picton was Bocond and Trouitbeck
third. Twenty-tw- o
horses started:
ENGLISH BATTLESHIP
IS IN GREAT DANGER
Lundy Island, Kng. May 30. The
H. M. S. Montagu 1b aHhore at Shutter point. The battleship is in a bad
pewit Ion. She struck during the dense
fog. The Montagu Is a twin screw
battleship of 14,000 tons.
It would
have been easily saved had the tide
not leen so strong.

'

DEVASTATION 8EIZE3
AMERICAN KEROSENE
Colon, May 30. A fire started at
8:30 this morning in the stock of

kerosene, belonging to the United
States commissary department, fifty
yards back ot the main commissary
building, where over half a million
dollars worth of goods was stored. The
origin is unknown. Efforts are being
made to prevent the flames from
reaching the main commissary building, hut water Is lacking and there is
a possibility of an extensive conflagration.
Later: The Are is extinguished. The
building containing etores of oil paper
and other combustibles was destroyed.
The main commissary building was
saved.

king Alfonso meets

the american

envoy

Madrid, May 30. King Alfonso received Mr. Whltridge, the American
envoy, at the palace this morning.
Whiferidge presented a letter from
President Roosevelt, felicitating his
majesty on his marriage.
The king
thanked the envoy in behalf of the
Spanish nation.
GUATEMALAN
INSURGENTS
MUCH PLEASED AT NEWS
Mexico City, Mex., May 30. News
from Gen. Toledo, the former war

minister of Guatemala, who 1s advancing from Salvador into Guatemala, with 2,000 troops, including It
Is said Salvadorean regulars, is satisfactory to tho revolutionists who announce a glorious victory over the
..
Guatemalans.
' '
"

EVEN SAN FRANCISCO
DOES NOT FORGET OCCASION
San Francisco, May 30. Memorial
day was observed In San Francisco
in an Impressive manner.
Military

and civic
processions
proceeded
through the Presidio grounds to the
National cemetery
on the hillside
overlooking the Pacific where appropriate exercises were held in memory
of those who perished at sea. Blowers
were
on the ocean bv the
United Staites tug Slocum. Later
there was a sacred concert in the
park, attended by thousands from the
various tent cities and unburned portions of the city.
PLAN

TO ASSASSINATE
KING ALFONSO OF SPAIN.
Loudon. May 30. A i lan to assas-

sinate King Alfonso on his wedding
day has ibeen discovered In London,
according tjo a convincing story published by the Evening Standard this
afternoon. Fifty anarchists of England, France and Spain, are said to be
concerned in the Conspiracy, and according to report, are on their way to
Madrid, with the intention of making
the attempt on the king' life as he
leaves tne church after bis marriage.
The plan is said to have bet hatched
In Spain ami Ind6n, but it la added
that, the polico got wind of the affair
and will take extra precautions to
prevent harm befalling the king.
11

ALL ENGLAND CELEBRATES
BIRTHDAY OF KING EDWARD
Ixmdon, May 30. The birthday of

Kjng Edward, who was born JNovem-U'- r
1841, was crucially celebrated
today In accordance wltn the wishe
of the king. The towns throughout
the kingdom were gaily decorated and
benagged and the shipping at the var
ious iKrts made tho gayest display of
ouuting. tne day was observed at all
the home military and naval h
with parade and salute.
The chief celebration was the cere
mony of "trooping the colors" cn the
Horse Guards Parade grounds here.
Thousands of spectators witnet.sd the
iu'eresting ceremony.
BOSTON

HAS BIG
WORK HORSE PARADE
IioMon, Mass., May 30. Tho r.mrth
annual work horse parade, which Is
one of Ilostcn's most interesting
events, will take place this afternoon 011 Commonwealth avenue, and,
an-nu-

judging from the great Interest which
tho merchants and horse owners of
tho city have taken in the event it
promises to bo on a much larger scale
than ever before, 'this feature has
the Mipport of all horse lovers, as it
lias a tendency to lead to a geueral
improvement in the condition and
treatment of the working horses In
the city. Many valuable, prizes and
medals will be awarded by the judges,
among whom are the moot prominent
horsemen of lioaton.
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SMASHING AN OLD
MANNA MACHINE

fC

j.it;

TICS.

l
Corresnondence.
Washington, D. C. May 30. After
hasie all the way In. iu
oomine Dort
South Dakota to be present when the
rate bill should be passed. Senator
Gamble, of South Dakota, left before
vote
the roll call on the morninK the sua
was taken. The occasion for his
den deuartnre was' a dispatch from
A political lieutenant informing him
that the results of the recent primar
was
ies had proved to be closer than
at first reported. Instead or a sweep
ing victory for Gamble, it appeared
from later returna that, while Gamble
himself would probably pull through
for another term In the senate, it was
doubtful if he had carried the rest of
ills state.
The flirht in South Dakota has an
interesting phase, in that it is one of
the incidents of the big campaign rail-for
Tate legislation, and against the
way influences in politics. Gamble's
victory is a victory over the old ma
chine eet ud and perfected in that
state by the late Senator Hanna
largely for 'the purpose of defeating
Senator Pettigrew.
The latter was succeeded by Gamble
who had been serving in the house
and after Kyle died in 1901, Senator
Klttredce was appointed by the ma
chine. "Silent Kit" he is called. The
machine and particularly Senator KitMartin
tredge and Representative
and Burke, have been notoriously un
der the control of the Tailroau innu
ence. Gamble broke away from this
and elected to cast his fortunes with
President Roosevelt and the anti-ra- il
way policy.
The issue was drawn on these
lines. Martin announced himself as
a candidate to succeed Gamble, and
the other machine members turned
in to retire Gamble to private life,
But the primaries show that the peo
anti-m- a
ple favored the
chine platform of Gamble.
A few hours after Gamble had left
Washington, Kittredge heard of the
fact, and in an hour was on the west'
bound' traim bound for South Dakota
He, too, was in too great a hurry to
await the roll call.
SiHH-la-

-

anti-railw-

MARKET LETTER
Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., May 28 Caule
receipts from the west last week
were very light, and the supply Irom
the Panhandle fell short of the pre
vious week also. The receipts of cat
tie last week fell short of the prevl
&U6 week and also short of the corre
sponding week a year ago. The max
ket was 10c lower Monday, caused toy
a heavy run of cattle at. Chicago, and
Tuesday s heavy receipts, 13,000 Bead
prices down 5 to 10c more on
lut
plain, heavy grades. The bulk of the
supply came the first three dys of
last week and the light receipts after
that caused a steady marktt. The
demand ran more to light and handy
weight steers. Ton western stet-r- i
sold at $5.30; Colorados, weighin
1495 and 1023 sold at $4.50. The tic
steers of the week sold at $5
against $5.75 for tihe previous wek
The bulk of sale today was $4.25 to
$5.30.
Ton today was $5.o(. The run
iodav was 9.000 tattle, and the mar
ket was tstrong and active. There
a good demand for cows, which ran?
from $2 ,j to $4.25; veals were htrong
and active, ranging frC'm $5 to $6.25;
rtockers and feulers firmer than last
week, ranging
from $3.25 to $4.50
The trade in this class has been dull
for the past two or three weeks, and
closed last wrek 15 to 20' lower.
Ugnt receipts are exacted this w eek
with a strong and active market.
Receipts of sheep and lambs last
week were unusually light, consisting mainly f tail ends of fwl lots.
The markit opened the week steady,
having held the pain of 20 to 3k- - from
the previous ,week, but after Moiuiay
lambs ! liin-iland closed the week
10 o liic lower.
Western laml s Mild
$7.65
Monday,
within Ec of last
at
wet k's top. and shorn westerns
brought $6 65. All ihn fed stuff ha
been marketed and li'lrt receipts will
rule from now on. This stuff wia
come mostly from Texas and ilie
southwest, and the run from that territory i.iis year will tax be as sieavy
as last. Arizona grassers sold lat ly
at $G and $6.10. and some Texas clip-pewetuers sold at $5.75 today,
against $5.85 lat week. Some western laml sold today at $7.45, being
the top, weighing 75 pounds. The
run toi!ay was t;,ooo i.ead, with a
steady market.

APPOINTMENTS

ALL

MOTIONS

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Loan

Co

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on

fr

Building-- ,

INTEREST

On

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly taade
Time:
Ona
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Ooods rerates
your
Our
possession.
main in
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from , ail
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bid;.
11$ West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

St. Louis

s
WANTED A
cook at the
Vendome hotel, at once.
woman fiuf
WANTED Competent
general housework. 906 West Railroad avenue.
s
WAfii 1 EU A
barber,
at
Garrett' shaving parlors, Socorro,
N. M.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED One or two ladies, to take
furnished flat for summer; four
pleasant
rooms with bath;
rooms and good location. Rent reasonable. Address, M. D., Evening
Citizen.
ny number
WANTED
Good men,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Sliver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$20
WANTED Branch managers;
cash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
first-clas-

ftrsL-clas-

d

With Ample Means and Unsurpasaed Facilities.

f

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickier, V. P. and Cashier; V7.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

$1,000
800

NSiUE
Beat Location

jnimgiQ q

Q)S

SOLOMON

l,

CORNER

jig ImiJi

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Two Lois,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

V

SANTA FE

&

RY.

in the City.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue,
Notarial

work

and

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. L

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Officer
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLE
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. P. RATNOLDQ

LAWYERS.

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerne
ATTORN
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terrilow, failed and worn ? It'yoiir c ):::;;l'j-iotory and bcfoie the United State
FOUND.
isn't smooth and trans.-ircr-t
as you
FOUND A bunch of Yale keys. Will land office.
would lilic it to Ik.--, use IIAGAN'S MAGIra M. Bona,
be returned to owner at The CitiNOLIA BALM.
No woitwn iii'td I ru
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
nopayment
zen
for
office
this
uion
old nnd worn who will use this il'.!::;'-.t-fuN. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
tice.
lifjuitl licautilicr. Harmless, instant!;
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
FOR RENT.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
tt))liod and impossible to (li tcvt.
FOR R ENT Three-roohouse in
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWthe Highlands, $12 per month. AdAlbuquer
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
que, N. M. Office, First National
FOR. RENT Large,
front rocans, Bank building.
newly furnished. 416 South Third
E. W. Dobson.
.
street.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crem
rooms and well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 413
DENTISTS.
South Third street.
'
National League.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
At Pittsburg
R. H. E FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
Dental Surgeon.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
Pittsburg
7 9 2
Rooms 15 and. 16, Grant block, over
West Railroad avenue.
Brooklyn
8 8
Five-roofurnished the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Leifleld, HiWebrand, FOR RENT
Batteries
in Both 'phones. Appointments made by
invalids;
house, reasonable; no
Karger and Peitz, Pastorious, Mcln
mall.
quire at 633 South Broadway.
tyre and Ritter.
Edmund J.' Alger, O. D. 8.
FOR REIN 1' A cool, .pleasant front
Office
No. 30$ Railroad avenue.
American League.
room on ground floor. No sick peo
8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
At New York
R. H. K
ple need apply- - 301 North Second hours,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
5 7
New York
street, opposiite fire station.
polntments made by mall.
2 5
Washington
rooms,
fuinlshea
Baitteries Orth and Kleinow, Kit FOR REM Nice
PHY8ICIAN8.
with electric lights and bath, for
son and Hayden.
sleeping
light
housekeeping
and
EX
R.
H.
At Cleveland
DR. R. L. HUST,
purposes. Inquire at corner of
3 7
Cleveland
etreet,
avenuo
Railroad
and
Fourth
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
2
0
4
St. Louis
Over hardware store.
Tuberculosis treated with
'Batteries Hess and Clark, Powell
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
Electrical Current and Gerand O'Connor.
four rooms, nicely furnished for micide. Treatments given each day
R. H. E,
At Boston
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
2 4
Philadelphia
cheap for the summer, or will board in attendance. Both 'phones.
1
5
Boston
by the week or month very reason
LVK. W. G. SHADRACH,
Batteries Plank and Powers; Gib
able. Mrs. E. K. Norris, 624 John
son and Peterson.
street, east end of vladuc.
Practice limited to . Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Western League.
FOR
SALE.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coa&
At Sioux City Sioux
West Railroad
game postponed on account of wet FOR SALE Jersey cow, 723 North lines. Office, 313
avenue.
Second street.
grounds.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m.. and 1.30 to 5
At Des Moines Des MotinesrOmaha FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
Kelly's,
five
miles p. d
came postponed on account of rain
and one-hal- f
R. H. E
UNDERTAKER.
At Denver
south of city.
8 10
Denver
nanusome Haramaij Auto, 'phone 316.
FUilSAXEA
Colo. Red 115.
14
0
Iueblo
piano. In fine condition and almost
A. BORDERS,
Batteries Fngle and Schrant, Stlm- For particu- Commercial Club Building. Black
tew, at a bargain.
niel and Messitt.
lars, rail at this office.
and white hearse, $5.
double-ba- r
A hi
tVli
American Asoaciation.
ARCHITECTS.
new
reled,
shotgun;
bran
At Kansas City
,
never has been used; one of th
Kansas City
W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
F.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
3
Milwaukee
flee for particulars.
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phones.
At Columbus
FOR"
in 'house,
SALE A seven-re.- ,
Columbus
LAND MATTERS.
newly painted, all modern con0
Indianapolis
venances,
lots,
six
and
trees
with
At Louisville
H. W. S. Otero,
shrubbery. A snap to any one lookLouisville
United States Court Commissioner,
ing
M.
C.
for
a
home.
Wilkinson.
8
Toledo
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
Wool Scouring mills.
to matters before the land office
At St. Paul-- Si.
3 FOR SALE
My general merchandise
Paul
CIVIL ENGINEER.
2
Minneapolis
business located four miles from
Helen. A rare chance for some one
J. R. Farwell,
MERCHANT TAILORING
to step into a nice money-makin- g
Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
business. Will bear full investigaNOTARY PUBLIC.
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMThoa. K. D. Myddicon,
Mex.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Office with W. B. Chiiders, 117 M t
Gold avenue.
FOR
SALE General "imfchamllse
My merchant tailoring shop is upwith saloon in connection,
stoi".
VETERNINARIAN.
ave209
stairs over No.
West Railroad
t'r
paying business. Established
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
25x50
Store,
for
years.
feet.
sixteen
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasV..: house," 15xf,0 feot. Stock will
Office, 424 North Second- street.
as 1 have had fifteen years' exitiv..i(
$2,5(10. This stock is Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
about
perience in the business. Suits made
;ill in w and clean. Reason for sell-iit'- . Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
going out of business. Address.
not
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
repaired. The specific I use will
Mr-.. Weiner. Sandoval. N. M.
garments
injure the cloth. ladles'
A. L. Morgan.
W.E A large nurreanUlu
also cleaned and walking skirts made FOR
IK
a most excellent
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
to order. Give me a trial.
trade, and controlling business for TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
O. BAMBINI.
a !",::
scope of country; or will cheerfully furnished; job work solico
sell alf. Can engam in the sheep ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
Stomach Troubles.
aii-cattle business; also gristmill, 911 North Second street, AlbuquerMrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
tice-bargain for some energetic que. N. M.
respected resident of Falsonia, Miss.,
lean with" from $6,000 to $S',000 to
was sick with stomoch trouble for
BEAUTY CULTURE.
iir, est.
Call at The Citizen office
Chambermore t'inn six months.
f r particulars.
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
lain's Sti mach und Liver Tablets
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
cured her. She gays: "I can now 1'OK ALE Stock and timlter rcint:u;
Late of New York City.
acres fenced; 30 head of
i. id. 7.
eat anything 1 want and am the
proudest woman in the world to find
The latest scientific appliances iitid
i'ii... 3 hTsoti; wagons, tools and
Two
up to date methods for treating the
For sale by
such a good
..rtmus Implements.
all dtuggists.
" im s, lrn, and large corral. Only face,
Samples free.
bair and scalp, complexion
ii.'les from railroad. Adjoining steaming and bleaching, manicuring
l'lentyof and shampooing.
"V. r: ment reservation.
Electrolytic Automatic Water MasPrice. $4,500. Easy terms.
the
Hair Dry1' .o h & Co.. r'al estate dealers, sage; Electric
AND CURE the LUNC8
t
Gold avenue.
er; Radio Bell, erne of the latest scie n'.
:
."Cu.E Two sets el snelviug, tific discoveries in the treatment of
WITH
two sixteen-foo- t
the hi. in by colored light rays and
r.'y feet long:
counter. best.
one thirty-foo- t
M
SIMTE ?: and 36. BARNETT BLDG.
H
a' F. F. Trotter's.
SHAMPOOING
AND MASSaGE.
Deaths from Appendicitis
same ratio that the
the
in
Shampooing and fao'al massage;
nueiiwiDTinsi
Price
of Dr. King's New Life Pills in- - will (;lve treatment a home or lit of0c 4 $1.00
FDR I OlCHSand
you
from danger fice. Room 19. Elite hotel. Mrs. M.
s.
They save
ijOLOS
Free Trial.
ui- - quick and painless release
- F. Hreen.
': constipation and the ills growBuxeot anU tiuicsost Cure for oil
are now due. and
it of it. Strength und vigor al- j "Taxes
THROAT and LUNO XBOUB-LE- a.
Guaranteed i will become delinquent on
follow their use.
or MOWKl BACK.
;
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
2ic. Try them.
drutslnt.3WaaaaMMMDtMtJBTaTaaTaTSS
n

and Directors'

...

...

..........

.................
..., ......
U.

B.

President

Yhse

President
Cashier

Assistant Cashier

Director

DSPOSITOKT.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

$100,000
$250,000.0

t

l

To be second lieutenant and quar

termaster Joseph Chester.

To le seTgeant major EX w. Bert- ner.
To be color sergeant ,1. J. Lee,
Theo. Sutherland.
To be first lieutenants, unasslgned
I). Wi. Hamilton, J. M. Harlan, H. L.
Pollard.
To be second lieutenant Jones
Taliarferro, Jr.
To be sergeant of Company C.
Grahme H. Frost.
To be sergeants without rank
Boude Oooley, H. H. Cake, G. C. Hart,
Nod Keith, J. L. HubheH, J. El Doyle,
A. S. Stevens, J. A. Carroll, J. N. Or

'.

tiz.
To be lance corporals R. Crowell,
J. L. Hill. G. M. Paden. L, Armijo, R.
C. Dow, A. T. Samworth, J. N. Swen-soG. C. McGroham, M. B. Richardson. B. M. Hall, J. Oowan. R. W. Oli
ver, G. MIrabal, S. S. Young, K. Light,
J. A. Hart, M. Young, C. N. Robbins.
By order of Col. James W Wlllson
L. Martini-Mancisuperintendent;
Official.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa T

YOUR ACCOUNT

g
$

WHY IT SUCCEEDS.

Because It's for One Thing Only, and
Albuquerque Is Learning to Appre
ciate This.
Nothing can be good for everything.
Doing one thing well, brings sue
cess.
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
only.

They cure sick kidneys.
They cure back ache, every kidney
ill.

Here is Albuquerque evidence to
prove it:
Mrs. W. C. Wood,
residence 720
South Broadway, says: "When on a
visit to Fall River, Mass. I learned
that Doan's Kidney Pills had been- a
household necessity in that city for
years. Naturally, when a person has
back acie themselves, and friends,
acquaintances and relatives continually insist that a particular remedy
shall be tried, you at last consent. I
used IKiiin's Kidney Pills and they
stopped an aggravated attack of back
ache, only one of many which have
occurred in the past. When I came
west I brought with mo. a dozeu doxi-of Doan's Kidney Pills, long before
they were so extensively known in
New Mexico as at present,
f have
not t'je sl'lliu st hesitation in pub:peri-enet
I know from
licly
as well vt, observation that this
remedy (an l c at 'olutely de;ifn.led
upon iu all cakes of kidney complaint
causing back ache, lumbago, 'r timer
symptoms which follow in the wake
of that for too prevalent annoyance."
For tale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Y.. 6ole agf-ntfor the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
59
take no tber.
s

e

PUBLICATION.

ste ad

Of-llc-

12,

1906.

Notice is hereby r:vc-- that th following imned settler has fibsl notice of bis intention to make final
pro f in support of his claim, and
proof will be made beforo
that
!J:o probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
New Mxio, on July 5, 190C, viz.:
Jolin M. Gunn, of Inguna. Valencia
STOCK SALES
county, N. M., for the north half of
the
q'larter of section 20,
Kansas City. Mo., May 25 Follow township 7 north, range C west.
ing were some sales of Texas and Col
lie names tile following witnesses
orado sheep and lambs here this to prove liis cont'nuous residence
week:
upon and cultivation of said land,
Monday, May 21.
viz.:
Comer St H , Majrjzanola, Colo., 592
Kenneth C. C. Guun, E. B. Millett,
lambs, 03 pounds, $7.40; li'l lambs, George H. Pnidt and John S. Pradt,
t'.& pounds, $7.40.
all of Uigiina, New Mexico.
. Griswold,
Trinidad, Colo, 1002
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lambs, 15 jiounds, $7 25.
Register.

National

iStSite

B&miR

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

We want your banking business, whether your account he large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
to
We take every precaution
guard the interests 'of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.

8

WM. FARR.
I. A. DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

O. N. MARRON.

XDCOOCXXDCOX0X0000000C00
'OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1$7I

L.

City-Linco- ln

I

IS WELCOME

AT THE

High-Frequen- cy

n)

Railway Company
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Entry No. 595t"i.)
(lloiiu
Department of the Interior, Land
at Siinta Fe, N. M., May

Money

WANTED.

oesyour face
look fresh, r( Msr;

Miller.

FOR

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Or.

917 Chemical

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
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NOTICE

NEW MEXICO

capital ana surplus, sioo.tfoo

r

HAPQOODS (Inc.), Brain Broken

AT ROSWELL NEW MEXICO MILI
TARY INSTITUTE TWO SANTA
FE BOYS IN LIST.

tantRoy

F

nrt

Vk..t.l
t

OF CADETS

The following orders of promotions
and appointments of cadets at the
New Mexico Military Institute at Ros- well has iust been issued by the su
perintendent. Among those promoted
are Grahme H. Frost, son of Colonel
Frost, editor of the New Mexican.
wiho Is in the second class and served
as a sergean: during the past year,
baa been appointed first sergeant, and
L. Hiibbell. son of K. A. Htibbell. to
be one of the sergeants. The order
reads:
Headquarters New Mexico Military
Institute. Roswell, X. M., May 2a,
1906. General Order No. 15.
The following promotions and ap
pointments are hereby ordered for
session 1906-To be captains RobeTt Garrett,
Walter Coppinger, Jaffa Miller.
To be first lieutenant and adju

TV

WE ARE BRAIN BROKERS

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WORK

AND PRO

ti f
IF ID II

r uthW ron'rsct wl'h many emplotfr to nt- n
piy mt-i"0"iift, t"t w havun wur
f'r liiwh
ft.iw
ti'U(in nirni mm in Mil m .M'f,rniiiiin-(nimble of nittnn an KxpruMv,
Mu. If ym
.t....mB, l.niillnn Muln. frnm ai ft
.t
to 4''."0 a ar wrltp
flan arxl bnoklr-- t tHttng huw
we can market jrour ability. Omen In Ucitira,
tV

$8
....50c

Painless

ALBUQUERQUE

the Western Union or Postal Tele-gTph offices for an A. D. T. nieasena-e:.oy, an l send your ad with the cafth to Tha Citizen office, or telephone d'tct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
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wetners, 96 iounds,
wethers, 97 pounds, $3.75.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion
d

Friday, May
250
Colo..
K. M. Mears, Lamar,
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
ped lambs. 86 pounds. $ri.5.
THE GAMBLE FIGHT IN SOUTH cli;Colt,
.n
joio.,
I
&
as
Animas.
Son.
DAKOTA HINGES ON A ROOSE
JamDB, Full Set of Teeth
AND SHOWS lambs, 75 pounds, $7.40; iOb
POLICY
VELT
$6.00
Gold Crown
76 iKHinds. $7.40.
OF
LATE
HAS
CHANGE
A
WHAT
$1.50 Up
Ang"io, lexas, Gold Filling
Schnetnian,
ban
W.
POLI
REPUBLICAN
COME OVER
Extracting
217

30, 1906,

BANK INSTITUTIONS

we hive wot failed before, that your
and you can rely upon It,
tnonny Is not thrown away. We hve alo rented hundreds of houoei
.y pur want ade, as well as aold nearly everything we have alver-lfthrough thern.

OmOO9O9O0OO9O9O9O9.

$3.85.

WEDNESDAY, MAY

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so we can secorc tt for yoo by a small
want ad. in The Evening Citizen. It only costs

One Cent

t

DIUi.
Ctnty ClmKU.

Urtwt Kh

K00400 00OOX

654

7

.

.

uJ City of Albuquerque.

M Pnm

lann.s.
Che-ncv-

Tta qttzcn Publiihlng Company

Offidkl Paper

Colo.,

O'..

&

pounds. 16.25
Monte vista, .oio.,
I. H.
G.25.
581 clipped lambs, 74 pounds,
..oi-.- ,
W. Marlnian, I As Animas,
338
lambs, 7fi pounds. 7.C5; tni
lnn:li.4, 7vi pounds, $7.6.".
Tuesday, May 22.
Colo., 237
J. P. Mailman,
lipped lanilis. ?4 pounds, rt-iKmlth & Son, Ilertnoud, i oio., 2!)2
lipped lambs, 77 )ounds, $h.t;..
cup
O. smith, IKTtlmuii, t eio.,
ped lambs, S5 poun s, so.da.
V.
Pvprtian
llertnouil. .io., ..J
V
lippd lambs, ! pounds. $6.C5.
Person who have their preAnimas, .ojo.,
.1. F. Marlman,
filled at our store
jL scriptions
84 ewes, 78 pounds. $u.90.
A need nave no fear of substituWednesday, May 23.
Standard, Texas.
,1. R. Hamilton,
pounds, ,.So: 220 Q tion, of which so much is now
03
13 wethers.
being written.
wethers, 93 pounds, lo.No; Ail wcui- For' prescription work we use
ers, 91 pounds, lo.isa.
Whke & Corlett. I.nmar, l oie
only the finest drugs and chemambs, 77 .pounds, $i.l.i.
icals ' manufactured,
and use
Smith, Del Rio, Texas, m-.- i ieeoin
exactly what the physician diwetnevs, 62 pounds, sj.hv.
rects.
R. M S. Cauthorn, Standart. lexas.
4'JO wethers, 90 pounds, $5.85.
many precautions
are
So
Thursday, May 24.
Is
that,
by
mistake
a
us
taken
Berthoud, Colo 220
Tl Gerhard.
practically impossible.
clipped lambs, 91 pounds, $6.50.
83
Smith & Co.. Herthoncl, uuo.
clipped laml, 7fi pounds, $6.50.
O. (Km oh. Berthoud. coio., joo tuppod lambs, 80 pounds, $t.50.
K. M. Mears. IJmar, voio., ioioipvO.60.
pounds.
83
Iambs,
IhM
ALVARADO PHARMACY
R. L.. Sareent. iTowers,
70
clipped lamlw. 69 pounds, $6.'45;
I B. BBIGGS CO.. Prop'rt.
lambs, 69 pounds, $..,o.
Del Rio Texas, w;
S J. Hart,
Both Phones
First and Cold Ave.
goats,
Koats, 90 pounds, $3.85;
liPDtvl
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D.

RUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

S

Flour, Grain and Provisions

0
S

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the South weot.

0

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUI, N. M.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

EXPENSE,

As well as sickness and possibly fats
of life, by having defective plumbing
taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
fit you up a model bath room, with
gas hoating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
Wo carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

'

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Auto phone, 671.

.

NA

g

KILL

COUCH

te

J.

C.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

TIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

I LL1 A M S
PAINT
E RM A
Always In
BUILDING PATER
Covers more, looks best wears
t,ocl.
piaster,
Lime, Cement,
longest, most economiacl, full
Paint, Gluts, Sash Doors, Etc.
measuie.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

6

1 1

N--

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

Wholesale Grocers

V.--

Of. King's

lk"i Discovery

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

r- -:

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j
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BIG MERGER
OF ARIZONA

PROPERTIES

tmUniw(8r3My MightsZ

I

New $20,000,000 Copper
Corporation Has Been
Arranged For.

WILL

TEXAS NUT GROWERS MEET

Introduction of Power Boats
Has Destroyed Productive

You can take immediate possession. The rent money you
can save will pay all of the installments. If you intend to invest, do it NOW; it will mean much for you. Values are
sure to advance as soon as construction work begins on the
NEW ELECTRIC CAR LINE TO THE UNIVERSITY.
dt

Fishing Grounds.
Calumet, Mich., May

3.

It has

Iwn authoritatively announced
a gigantic merger, to include

just
that

four
largo Arixona copper mines controlled
by Calumet, thiluth and Pittsburg
capitalists, is soon to he made. It is
proposed to organize a new conpora-tton- ,
with 20,000,Oun of capital, to
take over the Calumet and Pittsburg,
Lrake Superior and Pittsburg Junction
and Duluih. mining companies, operating the Blsbee, Ariz., mines. These
concerns are controlled by Charles
Briggs, James and Thomas Hoatson
of Calumet, and Thomas F. Cole and
associates of Dulutn. Nearly every
man prominent in the United States
Steel Corporation Is heavily interest
ed. The deal will result in one of the
largest copper mining corporations in
the world.
IN INTEREST

LT

AMY

itbiwi

iiiinrfn'i

$25 to $150.

Lots,

50-fo- ot

$5

Only

$5 a month.

down,

Interest

Jo

OF NUT
GROWING IN TEXAS.

Austin, Tex., May id. Several hundred nut growers and others Interested in the growing of nuts are assembled Here In compliance with a call
sent out by E. M. Klrkpatrick, with
& view of forming the nut growers of
this state Into a permanent organization. The conference will las? two
days, and Is expected to le of great
importance. Many prominent agriculturists and other distinguished
men
are 1n attendance, and some (highly Interesting addresses will be delivered
during the two days of, the conference. The session this afternoon will
le devoted to the task, ct organization. Then a number or important
subjects having direct bearing upon
the growing of various kinds of nuts
will be discussed. At tae meeting tomorrow the question of affiliating the
new organization with the Farmers
Congress will be considered.

ISLAND FISHERIES
INJURED BY MOTOR BOATS.
Eastport, L. I., May 30. The fishermen in Great Soutu Day, which baa
heretofore been cne of the best and
most
productive
fishing grounds
around Long Island, complain that
their business is practically ruined,
as there does not seem to .le any
more fish in the bay. They say that
the introduction of the power boat
on the Great South Bay has gradually
driven away the great schools of edible fish which at this season formerly
swarmed In tins section and afforded
the native fishermen a profitable field
of employment.
Not in the history of these waters
has the fishing been so unsatisfactory
s
as this year, the catches of carp,
and menhaden not being one-fiftas large as in other years. Many
fishermen, who recently bought expensive notg and boats, have disposed of them because of the failure
of the fishing. The constant churning
of the water by the rapidly revolving
propellers of the numerous power
lroa,ts, iplying in the bay, , it is believed, have disturbed the fish to
such an extent that, they have deserted the waters of tlu. bay. From
other pans of the coast of Long
reInland similar reports (have
ceived and the fishermen entertain no
licpe of improvement in the future.

CALL AT THE OFFICE.

Free Automobile Ride to and from the Property.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVE OTT CO.
President

H. B. FERGUSSON,

OFFICE:

I

1

M. W. FLOURNOY,

and Treas.

Vice-Pre- s.

9 Sooth Second Street

D. K. B. SELLERS,

Secretary

In the First National Bank Building

LONG

questions will be that concerning the
adoption of the revised psalter. The
synod includes the ministers of the
denomination from all (parts of the
United States, Canada, Alaska, Mexico anil Central America, and every
one of the districts is well represented. A Btronc enort will le made to
secure the election of the Rev. D. S.
G. Shaw, of this city, moderator, to!
succeed Dr. Ooleman.

b'n

ENGLISH WEDDING

IN

HIGH SOCIETY CIRCLES.
London, May 3d. Preparations are

lelng made for the coming wedding of
the Hon. Michael de Courcy, only 'son

of Lord KJngsale, and Miss Constance
Woodhouse,
daughter
of Colonel
Vkodhoiise of the royal army medical
corps. The future bride is a very
handsome woman, but not much
known in metropolitan society. Mr.
de Courcy is an officer in the 32nd
Sikh Pioneers, at present quartered
iu India. He is iheir to one of the
most ancient peerages in the three
kingdoms. His father. Lord Kingsale,
is premier baron of Ireland, and
thirty-thirholder of the title. His
forebear, in the thirteenth century,
was created
Kingsale for some
deods of valor, and his family received the privilege, their first obeisance being ipaid, of remaining covered
ia the presence f their sovereign.
This right is said to have been exercised by the twenty-thir- d
baron in the
presence of William III. and by the
twenty-fourtpeer at the courts of
George and George II.
d

Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
weakens these
Just as it
weakens Arm and Leg Muscles.
Castor Oil, or Clycerine, will grease the
passages for one load of Food at a time,
but these lubricants can't help the Cause
of Delay.
Bowel-Muscle- s,

OF MOTHERS
HAS BEEN POSTPONED.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 30. The

tenth nnual conference of the Na-- I
tional Congress of Mothers, which!
was to have been held In Log Angeles
last month, but was abandoned on'
account of the earthquake, has lreen
definitely given up for this year. This;
. n .1
m. .... onu
i.n. t ..... .i..ni.in.i i...
u
nie utin
f managers, which met here
lmard
today and will le in session until to- morrow. Tt i pvtKctrtl that the time
and place for the next year's session
of the National Congress will lie fixed;
at this meeting.
ur-c-

j

ENGLISH

PILGRIM

f

i.

)f

y

Ufrz'

W3

mm

BISHOP POTTER.
London.
The Pilgrim Society of Cleat Britain will give a dinner at the Savcy Hotel, this evening,
in honor of Bisnop Potter, president
of the Pilgrims of the United State.
Tlie Archbishop or Canterbury will
offer the toast to the guest of 'honor
and Field Marshal Earl Itolierts, the
president cf the British Society, will
preside at the dinner.
BY
May 30.

FAIR FOR BENEFIT OF
THE BAYONNE HOSPITAL
Bayonne, N. J., May 30. The great

street fair, arranged for the benefit
of the Bayonne Hospital opens here
this afternoon and, Judging from the
fnthusiasm shown and the extensive

preparations made, it will be one of
the most
entertainments of
ibis kind ever undertaken in the east.
The preparations have leen going on
for more than a year. There will be
a pure food sh w In connection with
the fair.

THE ALIMENTARY CANAL. I. Lower
which tonvry the f.xwt In. in
i
.rs.tl iuh
the threat to the atomaLii; B. Cariliar mil of stomal ti
J. Pylori en.l of stnmat h; a. iJurHl.niiiii, 5. i.ill llal-tieO, 6.6. small infhtitifi;
7. Crcum: 8. Vcrmih.rtri
kten'iii; 9. Aacrmling cotun; to. 1 rarnvrrse c .in;
11. Kcc.
11; Ueen ting colon; 1. Sigmoid flexorr;
turn; 14. An n. 1 he ituo.tenum tt continuous with tl
mail inf vtinea. The am.ll intestine cn.tic Irto th
I he arrows In
cum.
or Colon at the
large
duate the direction which the contents of the liowell
Pmfct ukc in ihtii
UirouKh Uc Aliuienury cabal.
of

Y

OU have thirty (eet of Intestines!

What makes food travel
through them?
A set of Muscle3 that line
the walls of these Intestines or Eowels.
When a piece of Food rubs the walls
of the Intestines these Muscles tighten
behind it, and thus it starts a Muscle-wav- e
which drives it through the whole length
of the Bowels.
It should take about 12 hcurn to do this
properly, so that nutritious p.'.rts of the
food may have time to be digested and
absorbed.
But, if It takes twice or three times
that period the food spoils In passing, and
becomes as poisonous as if it had decayed
before being eaten.
Now, the cause of delay (Constipation)

xim-h-

semi-exper-

HELPED TO MAKE
WESTERN HISTORY

1

-

s

-

-

-

FRONTIER CHARACTER
OF
REPRESENTED IN NOVELS
AFTER
TIMES BURIED
THE
COMMITTING SUICIDE.

FAMOUS

Tin? funeial of .Marks While man.
who killed himself at Alumogordo,
was held at Koswell Sunday.
The
dead man was 88 years old, and was
n
one of the
characters in
the west. He located in New Mexico
He was wealthy, and no
in lsT'..
cause can be assigned for his act.
ilo shot himself in tlie inouili with a
l.VU't Winchester
line, anil his head
was nearly torn off. He was one of
the olilest Masons in tin; l'niti-St utes, tiein:; a charter member of the
i'ratiklin lotlwe of New York City,
years a so.
having joined sixty-fiv- e
He trael d in the interest of Mason-ar- y
several years ami made 'researches in the Holy land a"tl Ke'JPt. He
had been a frontier character in Colorado. Wyoming, Nevada and California from IM'.t up to tlie time of his
About IS!.")
comiiist to New Mexico.
In' was saihn
be' .veen San i'rancisc
nnd Melbourne, Australia, and introduced the fir.-!-. lof:s, cats and Califorbest-know-

Salts, Calomel, Jalap,
Fhosphate of Soda, Mineral Waters, simply flush-othe Bowels for the one occasion only.
They do not rtmove the Cause of Constipation.
Moreover, they waste so much of the
precious Digestive Fluids, in the flushing
process, that it takes a bigger dose every
succeeding time to move the Bowel load.
But it is different with Cascarets.
Cascarets act on the Muscles of the
Bowels and Intestines. They act Just as
Cold Water, or Exercise act on a Lazy
man.
They act like exercise.
A Cascaret produces the same sort of
Natural result that a Six Mile walk In the
country would produce.
The Vest Pocket Eox Is sold by all
Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
only by the Sterling Remedy Co., and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped
like

ut

SOCIETY

ATTENDED

RAMER SHIPS HEREFORD
BULLS TO ARIZONA.
1. .I.
Kinu-armed a' Holbrook,
Inotht r day with forty head of thor- "tirliiire.l and
Hereford bulls,
fi m his ranch at Watrous,
N. M.,
:: the Arpus. Owing t a hard
;iiile are pretty liudly
trip tinktnri l.e, out, but Mr. Katner says the nia birds into Australia.
i.'en.l
there ami lie will have some
lie advertised to pay .'n cents in
tine looking animals lni:j fall.
and
IMS for cats and do;-'-s at Kiis-c-

s

v

IPy

REFORMED PRESBYTERIANS
MEET IN NATIONAL SYNOD.
Helle Center, ().. May 3". The annual nicotine of the HefoniH'd Presbyterian Synod of North America
tied heie today wt'h a senium by
". Coleman. t::e moderl.e llov. J.
ator. The meeting is f considerabli
imiKirtauce, as some mo'ters of considerable weight wiil come up for coti
sideration ai.d decision. One of the

LEAGUE
OF TRAP SHOOTERS.
Grand Itaptds. Mich.. May 3'). The

"Physic"

The Champion Sole

the money

or Laziness of ths

Bowel-Muscle- s,

great annual state tournament of the
Michigan Trapshootera' Uague opened yesterday under the most favorable auspices. The number of entries is unusunlly large and the 'attendance larger ttian at any previous
meet. The state championship prizes
will
shot for. this being the first
time that these trophies have ever
b'M-competed for in this city.
these prizes, which number
,
t
three. The e
the
and the amateur, big cash prize will
!e contested for. Among those attending the mee.ins are some of the
most famous shot kuii experts in. the
I'niled Slates.
Tile prizes in the individual elu.m-- t
ionships are all diamond medals,
which must be wan three times by
the same Individual bifore he becomes,
owner of the trophy. The tournament
H held on the? ratine of the Consolidated SH)i men's Club, wliiih are in
in):ti n and
excellent
unions me
'est in the country.

MICHIGAN

and silver to the priests, who kept

is simply Weakness,

Sciatica Cured After Twenty Yean
of Torture.
For niore than twenty years Mr. J.
B. Massey, of 3322 Clinton St., Minneapolis, Minn., was tortured by
sciatica. The pain and suffering
which he endured during this time is
Nothing
beyond
comprehension.
aavfi him anv nertnanent relief until
be used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm.
One application of that liniment re-lieved the puin and made sleep and
rest possible, anil less than one bottle
If
has effected a permanent cure.
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism
why not try a
bottle of Pain
Balm
and see for yourself how
quickly it relieves the pain. Kor sale
by all drunnisis.
.
o
Ft. Bayard, N. M., May 2n, l!oi;.
in triplicate for fur
Sealed propor-alnishiug material
and constructing'
I 'airy
Building here will be received!
until . i a. m., June 14. l'..uti, and then
openi d.
Informal ion furnished on:
application. U. S. reserves the right
to aece;ki or reject any or all prosals or any part thereof
containing proposals should
inendorsed. "Proposals for Ihiirv
I'uil.lnig. and addrtssed to ( ,iit. S.
P. Wstai. Qmr.

1

Greeks intrusted their gold

Bowels

CONGRESS

ale-wive-

h

In ancient times, the

Your Thirty Feet of

"CCC."

In the temples for se
ctirity. Those were days of primi
tive banking.
Modern banking is the result of
a slow development, and today the
bank offers every possible facility
and the methods are systematic
nnd simple.
A man deposits his money in the
bank; he can then go out among
his fellows, pay his debts, make
purchases, etc., by writing a check
for bis obligations. He chocks
against his money In the bank.
The checking system is most
convenient, It is adjusted to the
needs of everyone; for large business, for small business.

THE

OF

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE,

A.

This

j .it,

Machine Sews a

Pair Half -- Soles
in Two Minntes,

COMMERCE
NEW

for

MEXICO

which

We

I

Bratina

jf..;t:T.fi.fii,

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.
FOR SALE General
merchandise
and real estate, cheap for cash.
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
mile
south of the city of Albuquerque;
suitable for aristocratic country
homes and for truck or general
farming; plenty of well water to be
had at from ten to forty feet.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
two ditches; beet Irrigating condi
tions; raise anything; best soil Id

Wonderful

' .''

ii M

Stir

';:

.

UjM.'

Y
i

---

k',

.

Charge Only

.4

ri',i.fT- -'

'

i

75c

the valley.
THOUSANDS

of cottonwood trees for
transplanting.
tqiatlfal LOTS in different parts of the city.
W1 want to (end to oar frlfnili
BONBON BOX.
VV ill sell cheap on monthly payment
in colors. It is a beauty for the
plan.
Dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
measure of good fait h and to cover cost ol Cascarets,
Special Record Breaking Offer.
with w hie irTFis dainty trinket is loaded.
tu TWO IX)TS, one big store wltn full
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
stock of general merchandise; two
Sterling Kemedy Company, Chicago ur New York.
extra rooms In store; large back
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
'on the flrot trip over had the entir
hutse adjoining the store.
Will sell "dirt cheap"
for cash.
ship full of the animals. Tin se he
disposed of at
Prices and other Information deprices.
He was
sired made known ort aw'.'cation In
represented in Kmerson liouph's novel, "Heart's Desire," as iiiteniau, tae
person or writing to owner.
.Jew merchant.
He was Interested in
jthe store of the Whit man Hrothors'
company at Itoswcll. an. his widow
d
in Koswell.
and four children
923 So. Second St.
a member of
Lincoln Whiteman
'the board of city aldermen, nnd Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Charles Whiteman is chief of tlie tire
department.
he never
Kc! iuionsly
hail itthllated liif - If with the Jews
8
SCREEN TIME
or Centili. He was a unlive of l.ip-nIs
here. Door and Window Q
Russia.
C
screens made to order.
Mrs. Bambini, at. her parlors, No
PLANING
ALBUQUEPQUE
MILL
;n:t West Itallroad avenue, is pre
ooooooooocoooooooooooa
pared to f;lve thorough scalp treat
mnt, do liair dressing treat corns
B. A.
huniona ntt.1 Ini'mwinir nailfl. kha
HE A L ESTATE
Hives matsarre treatment and manicur -I- N.srUANCE,
in ir. Mrs. liambini's
NOT A It Y I'UIILIC.
wn preparation
of complexion cream builds up the Room n, Cromwell ltlock, Albuquerque
Autuniatic Telephone, 174.
sVln and Improves the complexion,
ami Is guaranteed r.'' to be Injurl
ons. She also prejar. a hair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff and
iviir fallltiK out; ps'o'e:- - life to deal
hair; removes moles, warts and suBusiness College.
Albuquerque
perfluous hair. Also a f nv powder,
Ol'KNS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
freckle cure and piin; !'' ''tire and pile
cure. AH of these reparations are Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
s.
purely vegetable
Have
Graded and H tjh School Branches
just added a vibrator machine for
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Geo. S. Ramsey
treatment of scalp, face and cure of Mrs. R. 0. Stoll,
w rinkles.
Manager
It in also used for rtieuma- Proprietress
Umii. paing and massage
410 West Railroad Ave.
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It is no new theory that criminal propensities may
often bo due to physical defects. Surgical cases laUdy re
ported from Philadelphia and Toledo lift Ihe Idea above
the plane of mere theory. The connection between the
mind and the body is still a mystery, but progressive
science shows tho connection to be much closer than was
even imagined possible a century ego. It has been com
mon for many years to restore reason, .destroyed by Injury
lo the head, by relieving the brain pressure. The nature
of the insanity may sometimes even Indicate the exact
location of the pressure when it is caused not by externa)
injury, but by internal growths.
The Philadelphia case Is that of a boy whose skull
had been injured by a fall at an early age. The boy had
apparently recovered completely from the fall. His physical condition was good and his brain active, but he was
an incorrigible rascal. He was heading toward a career
in crime, when he fell into the hands of a surgeon. It
was found that a depressed bone probably affected the
brain, and an operation confirmed this diagnosis. The
pressure was removed, and the boy, placed under close
observation for several weeks, shows no tendency to relapse Into his former willfulness. Instead, he la affectionate, kind and good. A similar case in Toledo has had the
same result, and it is established that, sometimes at any
rate, wickedness is a disease resulting from causes en
tirely 'physical and can be cured by the knife and saw.
The penitentiaries and Jail should offer a fruitful .field
for further experiment.

Ever Living Dead
year, In the full tide of uprlnft, at tthe height

Every
of the symphony of flowers and love and life, there comes
a solemn pause, and through the silenco fhe nation hears
the lonely pipe of death. Year after year lovers wandering under the apple boughs and through the clover are
figsurprised with audden tears as they see black-veile- d
grave.
soldier's
a
to
morning
through
the
ures stealing
Year by year the comrades of the dead follow, with public honor,' procession and commemorative flags and funeral march tribute from us who have Inherited a nation
glory to the heroes who gave It. As surely as this day
comes round we are in the presence of the dead. But not
all the associations of this day are sad; some of them
are triumphant, even Joyful. We eeem to to hear the
funeral march become a poan. Our heroic dead will live
for us, and bid us think of life, not death of life to which
In their youth they lnt the passion and glory of the
spring. Memorial day may and ought to have a meaning
beyond mere honor to the dead. It celebrates and solemnly reaffirms from year to year a national act of enthusiasm
and faith. It embodies In the most Impressive form our
the
oellef that to act with enthusiasm and faith
of acting greatly. To fight out a war men must believe something and want something with all their might.
So must they believe and want to carry out anything else
to an end worth reaching.
Peace calls for its patriotic devotion, no less than
'war. And, utrlpped of the direct associations which gave
rise to It, this is a day when by common consent, we pause
to become conscious of our national honor anil to rejoice
In it, to recall what our country has done and Is doing for
us, and to ask ourselves what we can do for our country
0000XXX)XIOOXXCX0XXXXXX)Oi
In return.
The great French soldier, De Lntour d'Auv-ergnwas ithe hero of many battles, but remained by his
UfjQ
Napoleon gave him a sword and
own choice in the rank
ihe official tile "The First Orenadler of France." When
killed, the emperor ordered that his heart should
he
Paul Latzke in Success Magazine.
be entrusted to his regiment that his name should be
roll-ca- ll
should
next
comrade
every
his
and
that
called at
tXK0vX00XC0XXXXXXXXXX0XXi
answer, "Pead upon the field of honor!" In the keeping
Only the Inner circle at Bell telephone headquarters
of this nation are the hearts of ma'ny heroes; we treasure in Boston,
what their "press campaign has cost. It
them In consecrated ground, and when their names are must show knows
a fabulous total. A single month's work in
of
upon
fleid
flower?-the
in
"I3,1
we
answer
called
such a small place as Evansville, Indiana, cost the CumI honor."
berland Telephone company, one of the Bell subsidiaries,.
over $11,600, divided between the two local dailies. One
of these, the Journal News, finally revolted, under pres
It is evident, says a telegram from London, that the sure of the local merchants, who threatened to withdraw
great city is not In sympathy with the Church of England their patronage. In an editorial published March 9, 1904,
clergy, who a week ago made such a violent protest It announced its reformation and told all the facts conagainst the marriage of Princess Ena to the kiuff of nected with the sale of its columns and the columns of its
Spain, for the town is becoming rapidly enthusiastically contemporary' But such Incidents as these have no effect
on the activities of the Bell press bureau and the disSpanish.
Costumes modelled after the Spanish fashion have bursement of its great corruption fund. For more than
begun to make their appearance in the shop windows, twelve years it has been in active operations, and there is
while the high jewelled comb and glittering sequins, be- hardly a city, town, or hamlet that has not leen "worked."
In New England hundreds of newspapers of the secloved of the basque peasant girl, are meeting with a ready
pale, while Spanish lace in enormous quantities is stocked ond class have tied themselves to the Bell, hand and foot,
under regular contracts which contain, among others,
in all the fashionable ahops.
Black is the favorite color as, far as the sales have these two clauses:
"1
gone, but natural shades cf cieam and toft pastel tints
The party of the first part (the newspaper)
to furnish, whenever
hereby agrees
are also in great demand.
One Oxford afreet fchop made a specialty of hand called upon to do so by the second party (the New Engspace, single column,
made Spanish mohair shawls for theater wraps, which land Bell company), a three-inc- h
for such advertising or other matter as second
are selling rapidly, and women are having tea gowns and
. . .
negligees modelled on the uaiionat dress of Spain. Of party may desire
"3. lit is further understood hat said first party (the
all the Spanish modes the most picturesque is the high
dressed evening coiffure, which is being adopted enthus- newspaperl will at all times exercise its good will in said
iastically, while every hairdresser and jeweler is selling second party's interest, and
with said second
"
party
beautiful Spanish combs.
Not only Is Spanish dress in fashion, but Spanish
What becomes of the chief safeguard of our liberties,
furniture, pottery, leather, old silver and pictures are be- ,a free press, when newspaper owners are found eagerly
ing eagerly sought Even the Spanish language has
willing to sign away their consciences like this?
popular In the city, as well as at court. At the
In Omaha a strong independent company, backed with
Berlitz schools in London the language is being taught to plenty of local capital, applied for a franchise. The comearnest pupils seven hours daily. Princess Maurice and pany guaranteed valuable returns to the city, low rates to
e
Leopold of Battenberg are among ithe pupils, while there the subscribers, and
service. It promised to
are also many society women and many clerks from the free the people from the
policy precity.
vailing here as elsewhere. Immediately the local papers
began to publish "lettters from our special correspondent,',
dated, apparently, at St. Jospeh, Kansas City, Louisville,
Sti Louis and other cities where the independent plants
The Optic says that the people of Santa Fe are mak- were oprating in opposition, to the Bell. These letters
ing a determined effort to secure the Mary James Mission told with harrowing deilail
the loss and annoyance the
school for boys, which will mean the expenditure of at people In these places were suffering, and how anxious
least $50,000 in buildings alone. It Is necessary for the they were to be rid of the independent plants.
capital folk to put up $1,000 to make sure of the school.
The good people of Omaha who read these "letters"
Mi's. Trunkey of Pennsylvania, prominently identiflej in the Bee did not,
of course, dream that they were simply
with the woman's home missionary work of the Pres- the paid advertisements of the Bell company, though
byterian' church of which work Mrs. James has long their suspicions should have been
aroused when thej World
been the head and in whose honor the proposed echool Herald printed a lot of similar letters. Any novice might
has been named recently spent a couple of months in have seen that these letters were
written, by the same
'
Albuquerque. Just before leaving ehe stated lo a rep- gifted hand.
'
resentative of The Citizen that the board is becoming
weary of the delay upon Santa Fe's part, in securing the
necessary grounds for the institution, and that a considerable feeling is growing amongst those having in hand
the construction of the school, to place it at Albuquerque
ois&edl
where the church has ample grounds in connection with
the Menaul school.
By Frank Eberle.
Albuquerque has taken no Hteps to cultivate the feel00XXXXXXCCCK0XX0XXXXXXC
ing referred to, because the pffer was first made to Santa
Fe, and only when that city confesses inability to comply
Norfolk, Va., May 30. The romanitic times of Poca
with the conditions would it be at all proper for Albu- hontas and Captain John Smith are vividly recalled by
querque to Intervene in any way.
the Indian relics dug up in grading the streets at the
Jamestown exposition grounds. The site selected for the
The increase in imports for the ten months ending celebration of the three hundredth anniversary of the first
with April amounts to about k& million dollars, and is permanent English settlement in America was once an
about equally divided between manufacturers' materials Indian villate occupied by the Powhatans, the mosl powand manufactures, the total figures for the nine months of erful tribe of the early American Indians who roamed
which the department of commerce and labor thrc.uph its over the country tast of the Ohio river three centuries
ljureaupf statistics has complwod the analysis, indicating ago.
a gain of about li million? in manufafurers' imterilfis,
Near hv Suae Exhibits building stands a majestic
and" El millions In the two classes, manufacturer and
i.ve oaK tre.1. tne rowhatan oak, estimated to te nearly
while there i3 a decrease of aliout :o v.iilions in 1.000 years old. which was a favorite camping ground of
s.
In exports there is for the ton iiion.:li! an in- the Indians before America was discovered by the whites.
crease of 215 millions, and the. nine months' figure-- , now Here were held councils of war when the only weapons in
complete, show a gain of about. 1 3i millions in ufricul-turuse were stone hatchets, btone war clubs, spears with
products and aliout
millions in manufactures.
stone points and bows and arrows. Tho arrow heads used
wero v.iude ol flint, chipped dow n to a cuttingedge, almost
New Mexican: Kvery iacorporatej city ami own j as sharp as a knife, every arrow head representing many
New Mexico has grown considerably as
v .he hours of h...M and patient work w ith the crude lnplement
a
..
votes in the April elections. Several towns h;v
'hen in u- -.
Scores of these flint arrow heads are being
porated and others are getting ready t incorporate, s m .. (Mind on t':
position ground, in excavating for streets
the census of 1900 six counties have been brought itity .1 buildi.!,--Some of them are broken, many perhaps
existence and have been organized. Many new "owns having l"'tn broken by trlkiug some fin- of the In lians
have been located and are today flourishing communities. .n h:ilKle in vine v lld animal.
New national banks and banks under territorial charter
Ill those lays the woods alxr.it liamp:oii Roads were
have bevu organized and there has not been a sig'e bank a'.ive with dei r. li. ar anil other animals, but it Is most
failure since the l'JUO census. The financial conlitiot.s of likely that these broken arrow heads came into contact
the territory and its twenty-fiv- e
count i
have jfeaMy with some
iaian beings. fir at Sewell's Point, where
improved in every particular
ih"S" relics wi re found were fought bloody ba'tle.- between the early English settlers and the Indians, and,
La Vegas Optic: The dry tarn.lng iperiii;. lit ,. i.u ac.ct.ii, ling to old Indian traditions, this point was also the
,
tho mesa are going on swi'.nminj.-.lyand- the liif; tract h'.t'le grout:
ly
on' which warring Indian tribes
under control of the Campbell company Is Leni r,.pid!y Ciiitm led to si..- right of domain, long before the occurbroken up. Many 1m.s Vegas ci;ieiis continue to go out ence of the hi.-- l ric eyeat which the Jamestown exposion the metta to observe the progress of the work. There tion conmieiijorates. The valuable fisheries cf what are
weems to be every protpevt that Im Vegas will get the now called Hampton Hoads
and Chcsopeake Hay, the
Phelps-Dodg- e
road. There is no reason tj do.iin the. ne.iutif.il hunting yr ".in Is along tho water courses and
published statements that the chief engia. er has been the !i;.iiiy a.; ractioiis peculiar !j tills locality made this
urdertxl to withdraw his surveying corps from Ihe Han- particular li:it
land very .lesirable, and for its
son line with a view of completing the La Vegas survey.
Indian tribes wane! with one another.
Now.
Private citizens have received advices to the same t ' c. alter centuries have gone by and the old Indian nations
that once cunt rolled this region have passed away CollLas Vehs Optic: Las Yegus, wiil fittingly ohs. rve oid battle tli his have be, n transformed into a magnifiMemorial day. Tho day is one which Uith north and cent international exposition ground, just outside the cor.
Bouth 7iow delight to commemorate. Nearly all the bitter-nes- s IKira'e limit of the city of Norfolk, Virginia.
of tho great struggle has died out, the wounds, are
healed tthough many soars remain. Memorial day is yet
LITERATURE NOT HIS FORTE.
a day of mourning to thousands, whoso husband ami
This ic oi.ly my first story," said the would-b- e
authiwexXlu'arts and brothers "wrapped their colors round or. aiKilogc-tually"I'm sure my second one will be more
"
their brLbts ou a blood red field" of death. Not until the s
and
generations of '(15 have all heard (he call of ahe last trum"Well, jes.," interrupted the
editor; "you
pet, will the sadness of the great struggle be obliterated are. more, likely to be successful an a Becond-ktor- y
man.''
bud only the glory remain.
Philadelphia Press.
1
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A GREAT NEW

..Choice Underwear..

INDUSTRY IS
GIVEN LIFE

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

TJNDERWEAR

OF THE FREE ALCOHOL BILL WILL PUT MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO A NEW
WORK AND BENEFIT MILLIONS

THE PASSAGE

PEOPLE ALL OVER THE
THE HEAVIEST BLOW
THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY
EVER RECEIVED BECAUSE ALCOHOL WILL COMPETE WITH
KEROSENE AND GASOLINE IN
LIGHTING, HEATING AND IN
POWER PRODUCTION.
OF

LAND

Special Correspondence:
Washington, I). C, May 30. A new
industry one involving millions of
dollars Is about to siprlng into life
ihe fruits of the earth corn, pota
toes, beets, grain, etc. are soon to he
converted. In hundreds of distilleries,
into alcohol for use in the industrial
arts, for fuel, heat and light. Every
state in the union will have Its part
In this new enterprise.
Ail this will
result from the passage or the free
alcrmol hill.
To the alchemy of commercial
chemistry all starch is sugar, and
sugar is alcohol. Nothing is easier or
cheaper than the making of alcohol.
But hitherto the government has
practically forbidden the manufacture
of this product except for Intoxicating
oevenages. only lor such purposes
could alcohol be used, and the tax
was 12.10 a gallon.
Wood alcohol
was excepted lcause it is a rank
pjlson.
Now congress has passed' a law
which amounts to a reversal of this
embargo on alcohol. Beginning January. 11)07, practically anybody who
wants to make alcohol can do so.
Already hundreds of Capitalists are
eagerly hastening to enter this new
field of commercial activity.
Front
every pm of 'the country inquiries
for the latest details as to the law are
coming in.
In every community distilleries will
be started and many of these distilleries will also have a starch manufacturing annex. The two industries
go hand in hand. Part of the potato
or hecti which does not become alcohol
will become starch.
Although the new law will not go
Into effect until 1907, Commissioner
Yerkes of the Internal Revenue Department, has started already to work
Out the system of regulation which
will govern the operation of the distilleries.
Tnere was serious suspicion for a
while that the Standard Oil influence
might cripple the bill, and one or two
amendments which the senate tacked
on were looked upon with grave suspicion.
But Commissioner Yerkes
says the law will operate to permit
ine greatest rreeuom at Che establishment of nlants, 1'arge or small.
i"" will be dj expense whatever
to the, manufacturer either for licensing the distillery, bonding the waro-nouse, or paying for the supervision
or the inspection," declared Representative Marshall of South Tlnkota
who is author of the hill, auer an ex
tended interview with Commissioner
Yerkes. "After a careful reading of
me diu as passed, and a full confer
ence with Commissioner Yerkes, I be
lieve we nave a great law."
"Commissioner Yerkes' regulations,
I believe, will permit manufacturers
to place denaturlzed alcohol on the
market at the very lowest prices.
"The reaj work we had in hand,"
continued Mr. Marshall, "was to secure legislation which would bring
alcohol into competition with kerosene and gasoline to get it cheap
enough so it would compete. So far
a I am able to judge now we hava
succeeded beyond our expectations.
ThU law, giving us
alcohol,
Is drawn along such lines that tne
manufacturers will reap a benefit beyond anything which they could have
hoped for, while the producers of the
raw materials, the farmers, who will
als.i he consumers of the alcohol for
fuel, liht and power, will receive as
full a measure of benefit, as the legislation can give them."
It. is to he one of the provisions
that, the minimum capacity of a distillery shall be 100 bushels of grain or
150 gallons of alcohol a day.
It a
said by Commissioner
Yerkes that
this is aliout as small a quantity as
can be made in any distillery.
Kepresentatievs In Washington on
Standard Oil interests regard this
free alcohol law as the heavies: blow
that has yet been dealt the trust.
tax-fre-
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Every Man May be Fitted.
Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50c.

per garment.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
fabrics, 75 c. to $4.50 per garment.
Fine
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Clothing and
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MUSICAL DEPARTMENT CF AGRICULTURE
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pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine
X-- X-X

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

Will. CHAPLIN

121

Railroad Ave.
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Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. S Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
(almost new); 2
Fox,
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
s.
new stock of Underwood
We guarantee, these machines to be Just as represented,
npd they can be bought at real
bargains.
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Cook With Gas
Visit "he IT.ectric H'tildinp. corntr
of Fourth street and Of hi av mi Set

our display of pas ranges.
I)i monstrations in ci.nkiiifc Fi;iiay.
at 7: So p. in. to ! p. in..

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
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MELIN I & EAKIN,

S

Wholesale Liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Chandon White Seal Champagne. Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian nd
Jos. Sculltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aid
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlcs.

Highland Jersey

Dairy.!

piano Miss Fosti r allowed ALL KINDS OF MEN'S. WOMEN'S
skid, both in technique and ex- AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
pre., 'i. She played some ot the
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
iiiii-- bllicult pieces without apparent First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
II
SPRING
CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Her siecoud mazurka, Waltz
Guaranteed.
Work
N.j
in p, showed
i.iid tiorenade
Colo. rhoLe, Jlk. 89.
1300 S. B'way.
No. 103 North First Street.
ain' finish.
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shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come In and
carefully inspect the shoes
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.
Street.
Second
Smith
and velvety, quite unlike
l.arsh, shrill voices one hears
a. The Chanson Provencaie."
Noli Creda," and "Ha Serenata"
especially well rendered by Mis.-DiMler in
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and her sweet, clear voice llilisl.oro

pn elated by all present. There
hing faoout Miss Dougherty's
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Clothing and
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open o
season with new goods, t

Special Correspondence:
Mesii';,, m. m., May 29. The graduating n.ital of the Agricultural College Music IVpartment. took place
here today at 3 o'clock. This was the
first lime, the department has graduated any of its stu len'ts.
Both
branches of the. music detriment
were represented by .Miss Kvelyn
C. S. RAMSAY,
Dougherty for the vocal, and Miss
401 West Railroad Avenue.
Lute Foster for the piano. The work
f tin- two young ladies showed the
high standard of work done in this
depart niemt,
which is under Miss
V.
.Morrison for the voce, and Miss
Marth.r A I'.ennett, instructor for the Sole agents for Casino Canned Gkh1s
piano. The college is fortunate
In
A:
Co.'s Coffees,
Jas. Hu-luha vnii.' in its curriculum the courses
Granite Flour.
in voire . ulture and instrumental
Miss IkJiighcrty practically
nuu.i.i r debut this afternoon, auii
es'iih:-;,- .
il
for herself
ab.. i,i other girls in the college,

lbr t'uii.hers were all vociferously
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THE

PARADE AND PARK EXERCISES

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PACE FIVE.

CITIZEN IS THE BEST PAPER FOR THE

EVENINC
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READER
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DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

ALBUQUERQUE

Tbe Man of Business
Decorate Graves in CemeteriesRio
of
Grande Strewn With Flowers-Par- ade
National Guards and Old Soldiers.

Committees

FIRST CONCERT OF

ORGANIZATION OF

C0R0NAD0 BAND

or the Home

TARR'S UNIVERSITY

THE UNDERTAKERS

We

AT MANUELITO

Rod of Hour
By Adjutant W. Wf. McDonald.
Music "Cover Them With Beautiful Flowers"

te

Addres
M. E.

Song

"America

NEW ARRANGEMENTS FOR TONIGHT

people stood ea ttie
lawns, the walks and porches surrounding the Alvarado hotel last evening in a vain effort to hear the
celebrated Coronado icnt City hand,
and overflowed Into' the streets.
Those, however, who stood on the
sidewalks, or any place, in fact, but
on the verauda itself, mlgnt as well
ave been In China, for all the bene-- t
they received from the concert, for
the acoustic properties of the veranda
were such that it (held all the music
within, almost deafening those who
pas
tood nearby in the fortissimo
sages, while xhooe outside strained
heir hearing in vain. The
loud passages could Just be
heard, but the softer, and naturally
more beautiful music, was to those
outside of the veranda, as the silence
of the dead.
The band is stronger than it has
ever been before, and to one who has
heard them in practice, the disap
pointment last evening at the wretch
edness of the surroundings for the
rendition of music, was keen Indeed.
Mr. Ohlmeyer has surrounded him
self with some excellent artists and
musicians, and It is to be regretted
hat different arrangements could not
have been made taat the many mu
sic lovers of Albuquerque might have
heard in an enjoyable manner this
ruly great organization of musicians.
Another program will be rendered
onight, as fallows:
1. Overture
Auber
"Masaniello
Solo
Cornet
Battle Cry or
Liheratl
Freedom"'
Mr. Frank G.
Waltz Suite "La Barcarolle"...
Waldteufeld
Zylophone Solo Overture 'Toet
Suppe
and Peasant"
Mr. R. W. Reitz.
Extracts from "The Prince of Pil- Luder
sen"
Fluegel Horn Solo "Song for
Rothschild
Fluegel H,:rn" '.
Mr. Franz Helle.
7. Characteristic
"Polka de Los To-Navarro
readores"
S. Trombone Solo. "Grand Fantaay
Bennett
for Trombone"
Mr. Louis J. Bennett.
9. March
Selected
At lea.--'

Kickey.

'

Bnedictlon

Chaplain Thomas Harwood.
Ladies Give Dinner.
The park was crowded throughout
the rendering of the exercises, and
the music, by the First Regiment
band, was Thoroughly enjoyed, as
were all the features of the program.
Upon the conclusion of the exer-ise- s
at the park the Women's Relief
Corps entertained the members of the
G. k. Warren post .Jo. 5. Grand Army
ot the Republic, Ladies' Auxiliaries,
and all old soldiers and sailors of the
Civil war, with a dinner and reception
in Red Men's hall which proved a
very pleasing affair.
Notes of the Day.
Rev. Ft. A. Mandalarl, S. J., conducted tne religious services at the
park. W. W. McDonald, adjutant of
the local post, Grand Army of the Republic, read the general orders and
the governor' 'proclamation, also the
roll of honor. Post Commander Caldwell read the ritual. Prof. A. B.
S'.roup read Lincoln's Gettysburg Ad
dress, and Mrs. Isabel Warner, president of the Women's Relief Corps,
read a paper entitled. "Message for
the Boys of '01 to 65."
The oration of the day was deliv
ered by Prof M. E. Hickey, which was
appropriate to the occasion, and was
well
delivered in that gentleman's
known and much admired style.
The members of the G. A. R., the
Wbmen's Relief Corps, and the John
A. Logan Circle No. 1, desire to extend
their r.hanks to the National Guards
for their services, and to Captain
Ruppe for the firing squads and
buglers from company G. as well as
all the others who helped make the
oi
day one of loving rtmembrance
the heroes who e.l In that terrible
Civil strife in the days cf'61.
Closing of Business Houses.
Old Glory was uisplayed on many
residences and business houses dur
ing the day. as well as from all ogvern- ment buildings, and presented a beau
tiful and inspiring sight as they float
ed in the breeze.
The postofflce observed Sunday
Music
hours, all county omces closed, and
Invocation
ail government offices, as well as the
Rev. A. ManrlaJan. S. J.
banks. The stores, or at least a ma
Music
jority of them, closed their doors at
Reading of General Orders and Govnoon and observed a half holiday, as
ernor's Proclamation
did the barber stoops and many other
W. iW. McDonald.
business houses.
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
The silence of the Santa Fe shop
Prof. A. B. Stroup.
whistles today, is In actord wfch
Message for the Boys from J61 to
of business in the
other inactivity
65
Mts. Isabel Warner, President of the city in observance of Decoration day,
The fchops shut down at 12 o'clock
Women's" Relief Corpn.
last night and will be closed until
Reading of Ritual
midnight tonight.
By the Post Commander.
,

WAS A REPORTER

UNDER ADVISEMENT

Case Results From Purchase Under City Editor H. R. Whit
ing of Albuquerque, in
of Cat Mountain Mines by
Detroit in 1859.
New Mexico Ministers.
NEWilALL'S

MARINE REPORTER

DEFENSE

C.3"0

NOT

MEMBER

A

WAS

ON ADVERTISER

of the death of James E,
liwlee Ahlott vesterdav took under
advisement (the cae of the First Na- - Scrippb, whose death was chronicled tional bank of Albuquerque vs. Alice exclusively in these columns yesterP. Herrick, widow of Prof. Herrick, day, Major H. R. 'Whiting, of thi
and the Cat Mountain Mining com- city, who was personally acquainted
pany. Th virtues of the case were witn me king or tne newspaper
said:
set forth during the afternoon by world,was
city editor of the old De
"I
Ool. E. W. Dobson, representing the
mining company; N. B. Field, repre- troit, (Mich.) Advertiser In 1859, when
senting
Mrs. Herrick, executrix of the late James E. Scripps came to the
office with a letter uf introduction
and A. B.
Prof. Herrick,
representing the bank. The from the Chicago Tribune people.
"In appearance, Scripps was a typ
suit dates back tio 1903, when ithe mining company was operating in Socorro leal 'Rube.' H- was clothed at that
suit
county, aDd is for $1,000, which is time in , a cheat)
and was unshaven and un
bank, of clothe-'held by the First National
awaiting the decision of the court. shorn.
Mr. t My K(!,tor, be taiu, 1 wan
The money is claimed ny Mrs. Her- alter feonie iurtner con
rick, an heir to the Herrick estate, as a job, and gave
him an assignment
a commission of 20 per cent on a versation
$5,000 jayment made on the. property, as reiM,ner on the staff of the marine
which sale the deceased Irof. Her- - and commercial deiiar'.ment of the
Advertiser, the fame capacity
rick made.
This case has relation, to the mining which he had leen engaged on the
deal in which so many New Mexico) Chicaa-- Tribune." Whuing
received
In IM'! Major
preachers lost money. The minister- letter from Mr
ial mining company was formed by long and in interesting
u'lil.K
Oio
Cr.fi,.
latter PTi,rn&Ml
Prof. Herrick, and money was put in
u it to the extent of $ll,omt, when t he earnebt desire to introduce Ma
he proposition was given up as being1 jor Whiting to the Detroit of 18,9
worthless. The amount asked for the tvin as Major Whiting had intro- him to the Detroit of 1S59
property was only $12,500, yet it was)
years before, but. circumstance
given up as a bad Investment when!
on additional payment of $1,500 would! never allowed these two old friends t
have given the ministers a cle.ir title' meet in life again, after tneir separa
ti n in the early 't'.us.
to it.
Major Whiting recalls many intt
The 11: k as e stak holder :isk-- !
concerning the lat
leavo to pay the money into court S'"r
wa
the benefit of the party entitled to it, Mr. Scripps,upduring tne time honew
the ladder of
ami the claim of the Cat Mountain struggling
Mining company was that Prof. Her- paper fame to the foremost iKisitiou
rick waived his ctiuiiiii.-iouby agree- ttiat he occupied in journalism at th
not the least in
ing that he would lake the 'note of time o; his dea-'h- ,
the Socorro Mining company, in whicii ter, sting of which is the story of how
company he wa. interested, and tha' he accomplished his first big news
by the executrix.' pa;ter c ui in Detroit, alter Martin
this note, now
,.;;
yh the cemm.-'Monow
lo in under Major Whiting as maine an
commercial reporter.
recover.
n,

-

hand-me-dow-

1

j

j
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ML'SICALE IN BARhLAS
His First Assignment.
This stoiy is told ! a cub re, , iter
Tr:
musical given yesterday
He turned
on his first iissit. nt.'.ca"
at 2:oU o'clock, in
A man killed
a
in the following.:
y hall, in Harelas, l.y thei Sis- dog belonging to another man. The
and pupils Of the
son of the man whose dog was killed t rs of Charity
iprocee
k, whip the nun w h kilbd (Ha re as school proved an exceedingly
the d( g of the ni. m lie was the son of. renaining affair.
Th.- program, which wa- - i'.iite
son of the nv.n
The man who was
included instriinien al music,
was arretted
whose dog was kilb-on complaint of the n.an who wan songs and nviiations by the pupils,
assaulted by li e son of the nuin wh se and a cantata, "An Hour in Fairydog the man who was assaulted had land.''
klll'tl."
the puzle editor gave The music class was composed of
'
the following:
It up.
Mrs. K. (Jarcla. Miss E. O. Ilmnon.
Itemed ioM AiKMlaca, Nuborla Chaves,
Eagle For Sale.
Vigil,
Vet l.ibrado Aragon,
agie. nA h.ilf grown black
a lia a, Tomasita Sanchez, Hen-i.-iable 'j fly. Inquire cr addrH ihis
C.arcia and Master J. Vifil.
t'fllce.

.'

i

.Man-iie-l-

and StMxttnc
Chairs,

Ckfflce

Book

Cane, Typewriter BUadB
and Table.
Wa guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and highest clam o
cabinet work. The dealt yoo
buy of us will not fall to
pieces la a short time, thus
cawing you mtich annoy-

the Tarr Family.

AND TREASURER

T

Roll Top

Flat

Desks,

ABSENT

ance.
Our prices are the lowest.

At the meeting of the territorial Tt The Evening Citizen.
undertakers In Santa Fe yesterday,
Manuelito, N. M., May 28 The
held for the purpose oi forming
Evening Citizen has fccn requested
temporary organization which would to publish the following program of

arrange for a meeting piace at a fu- commencement exercses of Tarr's
ture date at which time, a permanent university, held May 26:
organlzatioh would be effected, exclu- Opening Address The Six Tenses..
--

sive mention of which was made In
Agnes Tarr.
Monday's issue tf The Evening Citi- Dialogue Tho Graduating Essay
zen, a temporary
organization was
Ella and Stlnson Tarr.
perfected, and the following officers Recitation The New Church Organ
elected:
President Clarence Ullery, of
Minnie Tarr.
Tableau The Btatlon Agent
Vice President A. Borders, of Al Dialogue Johnny's Lesson
buquerque.
Lizzie and Joseph Tarr.
Secretary Frank H. Strong, of Al- Dialogue Dad Say So, Any How. . . .
buquerque.
Stlnson and Minnie Tarr.
of Recltatirn
Treasurer L. F. Montenie,
Nebulaus Philosophy ....
Agnes Tarr.
Santa Fe.
The organization, which took the Recitation The Wlall of the Rejected MS
name Uf the New Mexico Funeral Directors' and Embalmers' association.
S'inson Tarr.
then fully discussed the purposes of Tabltau My Lady Sleeps
the association, afur which it was de Essay Our Territory
Miss Uzzie Tarr.
cided that the convention for the pur
pose of permanent
organization Dialogue An Uncomfortable Ca'!....
Agnes and Minnie Tarr.
should be held in Albuqurque during
Closing Address
the territorial fair.
With the exception of New Mexico
Miss Ella S. Terr.
School color, lavender.
and one or two others, every state and
territory in the Union has its funeral
Among the guests present '..ore
Formerly, a William O. Blakely, of Kinnan.
directors' association.
number of undertakers from New Ariz., Mrs. C. A. Anderson, of F.d.-on- ,
Mexico belonged to what was Known N. M., daughter of W. A. S. Tair, of
as the Western association, but last this iplace; Mr. Curt Cmnemeyer, of
year it becanle disorganized, lor rather Allentown, Ariz.; Mr. P. C. Evans,
was changed into a Colorado associa- of Winslow, Ariz.; Mr. and Mrs. Gus,
Stromberg, with their neice, Hilda,
tion.
It. was then that several undertak- and her little friend, Beatrice Anderers of New Mexico began taking steps son, of Gallup, N. M.
'
to effect the organization of a
The evening was enjoyed by all
association, which ihey con- present, as the, recitations were ren
sider will be of benefit to the public dered in a very creditable manner.
as well as no its members. It will and Judge Blakely .ga ve an interesting
promote the social as well as the talk on education, and made the
business interests of ine undertakers. cheeks of some of Ills fair listeners
and will place them in a position to glow with pleasure, when they tounu
secure legislation, which will bar men he had declined the honor of making
not competent, from the profession, the farewell address
in the high'
and thus the interests of the public school at Temiie, Ariz.; nlsi anoiuer
will be protected.
call to a school in California to acThe following were present at the cept the invita'lon from Tarr's unimeeting yesterday:
Clarence Ullery, versity.
Roswell; F. H. Strong and A. Bor
The teacher, Miss Lizzie B. Tarr,
gold thimble as
ders. Albuquerque: W. M. lcwls, las received a heau-UfuVegas; L. F. Montenie and Charles a parting gift from aer pupils; also
s
Wagner. Santa Fe. end Dr. William a box of
from one of the
D. Radcliff, Belen, the latter of whom friends
present, while ' the entire
At Robinson Park Tonight.
s a member of the territorial board schotol was surprised and pleased with
s
a great box of the choicest
Henry Ohlmeyer, manager of the Cor of health.
Messrs. Strong and Borders return as a reminder of another friend.
onado Tent City band, has made ar
rangements far the concert tonight to ed to the city last night.
DEMOREST MEDAL CONTEST
take place at Robinson Park. Mr.
Ohlmeyer says that walle he has gone COUNTY SURVEYOR DON
to a great expense, in wiring for
The oratorical
fntest for two
lights, etc., he desires
electric
"RANKIN CALLED DOWN Demorest
medals, under ithe auspices
the citizens of Albuquerque to enjoy
of the Wbmen's Christian Temperthe band, and hopes that the change
AS TO HIS POSITION ON ATRISCO ance Union, was held last evening in
of location will Improve matters.
the Congregational church, before a
COMMISDYKE,
BY COUNTY
Mr. Ohlmeyer said:
"I considered
small but appreciative
audience.
SIONER SANCHEZ.
the question of location carefully for
There were two, classes and eight
the band cioncert. I went to the ipark
Ev- - contestants,
According
to
Albuquerque
The
In
winner
the
the first
and figured time anu again how we ening Citizen, of tue 2t'.tu, inst., it has
being Miss Clara Wilson, who
could make use of the band stand, ueen reported by County Surveyor
in
exceedingly
an
recited
creditable
which In fact is only large enough for Rankin Jn
contradiction to my repirt. manner, "The Face on the Dotr," and
a hand of about twelve pieces, and that
of
the
not
water
river
the
has
Miss Sadie Olson, with her declama-beeyou can understand mat it was impossible to make use of it. As it is, dyke, withinMr. 3'Mi fees or the Atrisco tion, "Uttie liloBs;im," winning the
Rankin would only
in the second class.
if
The
we will have to play on the lawn, but
business, and Instead of, youthful orators were coached by
I am pnxious that the soloists of the tend to his
.
newspaper
staying
in
man-1offices
Miss Bowers, and showed the result
band be heard by all, and I hope ing reports,thewould do his
duty as of systematic training. In addition to
as I said, that the ,vtcatt);n will prove county
surveyor,
would
have found the speeches, a good musical pro-- I
he
satisfactory. '
me and Felipe Huboell working un gram w as also rendered, in whldh
the dyke with a force of men. The Miss O'lbron. Mr. Billiard and Mes- RECORD BREAKING BALLOON dyke is partly gone, and yesterday dames Miller, Ixwns and Mclmnald
Mr. Felipe Hubbell was si. l working assisted.
there. I need no wire from the caun-J. A. Biondin, of this city, memU. ty fund for my own personal use. 1
Postmaster Robbed,
or the Aei-j- Club of America, ha just have .plenty of money to buy it, and!
fJ. W. Fouls, postmaster at River-i- t
been advised of the purchase by
re-j
my
anyliody contradicts me in
ton, la., nearly lost hla life and was
syndicate of several of the club mem- port. I say that it is a malicious false- - rubbed of all comfort, according
to
ners. of the Centaur and Orient bal hojd, which can be proven at any! his letter, which nays: "For 20 years
loons, which were usea
their for time. I am not a surveyor, but If I had chronic liver complaint, which
mer owner. Count Henri de la Vaulx Mr. Rankin will be kind enough lolled to such a severe cae of jaundice
in making his ascensions in this coun come to my otllce I will lead him to that even my finger
nalla turned yeltry recent Iv in company with Dr. and where the dykes are, and tnen i w,., low; whem my doctor prescribed ElecMrs. Thomas, Alan R. Hawley, Au probably see t'.ie work that haii been tric Bitters; which cured
me and
gustus Post, Mr. Edwards, A. M done bv me. Yours truly.
have kept me well for eleven years."
r. Hedge,
Herring and Homer
all
SEVEHO SANCHEZ,
Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
members of the Aeri Oub of Amer
County Commissioner. Weakness and all Stomaich, Diver,
ica. Tne Centaur has a capacity of
Kidney and Bladdor derangeJmenta. A
oj.Ooi) cubic feet, and the Orient of
A TWENTY-MILwonderful tonic. At all drug ctores.
ROAD RACE
iiS.O'H) cubic
The former balloon
150 cents.
is the one in which Count de la Vaulx
Among the features arranged f:r
has made his historic trips, and by
HOLLY BRAND,
which the world's record has been es todiy, in the celebration of DecoraBEST IN THE LAND.
tion day, was a ;wen:y-ml!tablUhcd, as follows:
road race
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
Paris to Kief. Little Russia, 1,3m for a first prize of a $r,o wheel. 'Ue
race was run this afternoon, under GRUNER & SCHEELE, GROCERS,
miles, in 3i 'hours.
Colo., Black 107.
bicycle dealer, Auto phone, 364.
Paris to Warsaw, Poland, f'd miles the auspices of a
o
who offered first prize, and the start
in 2Z ho.irs.
Paris to Lubeck. Baltic sea, O.j'J was from the corner of Railroad aveFIND THE CHICKERIM STORE
nue and Fif n street, the race te Trimmiles, in 17 hours.
t.;le.-.ia- .
ble's
miles
ranch,
ten
8o
east
miles,
of
the
Breslau.
Paris lo
Wherever you go, you will find the
city, and return.
in lo iJjiirs.
piano store that represents dickeria:
9
was
The
2:30
made
start
Sweden,
o'clock
Westervek.
Paris to
ng k Sons to be the best place to
and several contestants signified their
,
miles, in 1M hours.
t..r i.iumia of leuu AynnnnlvA
starting
4o(i
of
intention
Hanover,
miles
Emden,
Paris to
ctV grade.
,",e
which should furnish
severe
in 10 hours.
T1. ,lame chlckering is in itself
endurance test to th riders
almost a guarantee of that store's
in
gave
Mr.
the
following
Insley
FOUND
ROSWELL MAN
,Ut. t !n ,? t;. You may safely depend upon
iiiuner.i.. advice as to the other ma Res it
GUILTY OF ARSON names as contest airH.s
Hrad. Jones, David
Keller and Itoy handle-.- , In New Mexico the
Th- - jury in the case ff James S
Lewis.
solely by
eiint: is
verdict,
brought
last
a
in
lilackwell
night, finding him guilty of arson
A Citizen Wa.nt al do
WHITSON
MUSIC CO.
the
work.
THE
says the Koswell Record. The prison
clemency
er was recommended to the
Hlackwell, who has
of the c urt.
been out on bond, was committed to
jail to await seulence. The evidence
as;ains.t him was purely circumsJan-UjI- .
He was accused of setting fire
W. M. WORTMAN, Manatjer.
to the Sheridan block, May 28. i;n.V
block,
BERGER-GROS- E
The Stag siloon was in this
and was dest roped. Hlackwell was a
Tonight (Monday), Tuesday and Wednesday.
Uie
tim
bar'ciiiler in ine .saloon at
damaging enof the tire. The lii'-s"T7l
cj"
deiK e presented aeainst him was 'hat
tie bad smpj eil lo
lour u xes
l.
express hlior'ly
lhe fire, all
the boxes being shipped on various
PERSPECIAL SCEN-R- Y
A
SPECIAL VAUDEVILLE
AND ELEC.
dat-sSome of them were marked
glass. It was the contention of the TRICAL EFFECTS FOR THIS
FORMANCE FOR OUR SOUVENIR
,
Iirosecir ion that these boxes con'ain-iMATINEE ON WEDNESDAY.
liquor, and that liiackwell was
geting the soods out in preparation
A PIECE WORTH SEEING.
for tiiin,' ihe building. The prosecuACTS
ANY CF OUR VAUDEVILLE
tion claimed that Hlackwell was being paid for the crime and was cimply
REGULAR
MATINEE
SUNDAY ALONE ARE WORTH THE PRICE
a toed in the hands of parti, s mon
AT
2
P.
M.
OF ADMISSION.
only man
interested. Hlackwell is
arrested or indicted in connection with
tiie alleged incendiaris-mThere wiil he an entire change of )i! n Mon lay and Thurnday
of each week d'i:ni the season, lxn.ih
l'erfetrmance
n iii h p 111.
TAKE A PLUNGE
Ma inees Wednesday ami
1001 v open at 1 30
iiiiiny.
at
in the
!. in. Perform. an e at 'i o'clock.
SWIMMING POOL.
Open Cady.
&04 North First Street.
15c and 25c.
Night Prices
Matinee Prices. .. .10c and 15c.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

Mlbert Faber
308-31-

O040000000

N. M.

00040000f

BRUNSWICK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

Street, Darnctt Bldg.

The Only First Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
1 -- 2c per cuo. fool Bo per cuo
Billiard 6O0 por hour.

Straight IB Ball Pool 7

New-Mexic-

bon-bon-

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

Ros-wel-

Max Gussaroff,

Prop.

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather is (here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. 'We will laundry them correctly and "will deliver them to you la a nice box they will not bo
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloes finish.
Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagon.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Go.

bon-bon-

i

JAMES E. SCRIPPS

SUIT FOR $1,000

Albuquerqueans

a

received

large shipment of

Music Greatly Detracted From Perfected at Meeting Held in Gives Commencement Exerby Poor Acoustic Properties
cises and the Actors Were
ianta Fe Yesterday-T- wo
MUSIC AND SPEECHES WITH RECEPTION TO OLIUOLDIERS
The observances of today, Decoration iay, commenced this morning at
7:30 o'clock, Vhen memhers of
Orand Army of the Republic, the
Women's Relief Corps and Indies'
Auxiliary, under the direction ol
Plet Commander Caldwell, left the
armory of Company O and proceeded
to Santa Barbara and Falrvlew cemeteries, accompanied hy a hugler and
firing squad for each cemetery, where
they proceeded to decorate the graves
of the soldier and f allor dead who lie
hurled In those cemeteries.
Service at Cemeterlea.
At the cemeteries salutes were fired
over the graves, after which the
uugler sounded the soldiers' taps. The
with
graves were then decorated
flowers, and a mlonument to the uncemeknown soldier dead in Fair-vietery was decorated by the ladies of
the Women's Relief Corps and a
mound to the unknown sailor dead
was also decorated by the ladies of
the Grand Army of the Republic.
commit ice
The grave decora..ng
then proceeded, with the firing squad,
to the bridge across ine Rio orande,
where floweM, in memory of the dead
sailors of the Civil war, were strewn
on the waters, and a hoat, loaded with
flowersTNwas turned adrift, after wlhich
the committee returned to the armory
and the Decoration lay parade was
formed, under the direction of Col.
JUhn Borradaile, marshal of the day,
as follow:
Formation of Parade.
Grand Marshal.
First Regiment Band, N. M. N. G.
Company G, N. M. N. G.
National and Regimental Colors.
Company E. N. m. N. G.
G. A. R. Organizations,
dailies of the G. A. R. Organizations.
Spanish War Veterans.
Societies and Citizens.
The parade formed at 10 o'clock,
and to the strains of the dirge, "Departed Days," by the First Regiment
band, the parade moved north on Fifth
street to Copper avenue, thence to
Robinson park, where the organization W3s dismissed and the park exercises, conducted under ttw supervision of Post Commander J. G. Caldwell, were begun.
The nroeram at the park was as
follows :
Exercises at Park.

have just

DeaXs,

of Alvarado Varanda.

Library

n

ft.

COOL WITH

FEET

KEEP YOUR

WILLIAMS9 FOOT COMFORT
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. PriGB 25c.

The Williams Drug Co.
Both Telephones.

THE BLUE FRONT.
117

.IF

West Railroad Avenue.

YOU WANT THE

"BEST ON EARTH"

H

best:

Cigars for the iprlce asked, make no
delay in trying ona or a box of the
White Dily brand. There's a cigar
tor you! Inspect the filler and binder.
The White Lily is delightful aa U
aroma, free burning and easy to
smotro, down to tho last quarter ot
an inch. If yon know of a better cigar for the cash, than the White lily,
"show ua" Five cents for one; fa
for box of fifty.

A.

J.

113ia WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENU&

Don't Dispute with a Womatv
Especially, if Sho tells you to order
xack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Moke no excetse, (ir you should! forget tho order), that you could not
find It, for every firut-clas-s
groom
handles EMPRESS. You will array
find good bread, good biscuits, pxnsl
paM.ry and most important of all.
good cheer to gre-c--t
you when
come home for your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR is the Empress ot
all others.

E

lo-a-

jn

M. BERGER,

;

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

Chick-represente- d

OASTNO THEATRE

THE

STOCK COM'Y

-

a. XT

m

SERVANT THAT
THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
WORK.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

:

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Meet Mr at Yanow's
Any time between 7 in the
Morning and y at Night.
If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them l'Ki:i-ami Guarantee every pair
ot glasses I fit to be - - - :

i

1

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

LET IT DO YOUR

,e

t:.

NEVER

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
Prices reasonable. Permanently located at
Railroad avenue,
C. H. CARNES, 0.
. ..

114

a
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PAGE SIX.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY. MAY 30,

COMMANDERS OF THE BLUE AND GRAY

THE LAST

PENITENTIARY

BIDS

1
1

1

SnnU Fe. N. M., May 24. 190fi.
Bealru propnunla will bp recptved by th
Itimnl of New Mexico I'enltentlary
at the oWcn of tho Bupprln-tpndrnuntil It) o'clock a. m.. on Tues
day, June 6th, 1SPJK. for furnishing and
delivering at the New Mexico 1'enltpn-tlar- y
the mippllps hprplnafter mentioned,
or no much thereof as the Board may
dee-Payment for said sup
mftlclent.
plies will be made In caah. Delivery of
all supplies, except perlHhahle articles,
imiKt be as directed by the Superintendent.
Bam pies will be required of all articles
narked with nn asterisk, and these
should be labeled, showing name of Wilder, price, etc., and must bo delivered to
the HuperlntenUent not later than
o clock on suld day.
All llls must le made strictly In ac
cordance with the conditions on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by the
no bid
Hunerlnt Midetit on application;
otherwise made will bo entertained. A
bond will be required from all successful
bidders for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts within ten days after date of
award.
quality.
60,m lbs. fresh beef, prime
necks and shanks excluded.
50,0i) lbs. flour.
I4.0IJO Ills, tmtnrnea.
4.nno lbs. pinto beans.
1,20 lbs. navy beans.
7,no lbs. granulnted sugar.
3.WK) lbs. dry
salt bacon.
l.iXPO lbs. corn meal.
) cases roasted coffee.
75 lbs. black pepper.
25 lbs. red oeuDer.
24 bbls. salt.
40 caaes bohd, laundrv.
2 bbls. vinegar.
1W Itw. red chile, ground.
8 cases canned corn.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
1.5UU lbs. hominy.
5 bbls, syrup.
xn
lbs. out flukes.
I'M lbs. rice.
L'jo lbs. dried currants.
') lbs, prunes.
70 lbs. tea.
boxes.
8 cases
tomatoes,
Las Cruces.
IS pint bottles vanilla extract.
IX pint bottles lemon extract.
2.uo lbs. lard compound,
cans.
case salmon.
l'5K lbs. raisins.
2.4iO lbs. bologna sausage.
l.'W lbs. butterlne.
niVi lbs. macaroni.
111)
lbs. cheese.
H
pkgs. Jelio.
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ON GENERAL JOE WHEELER.

t
"Hs wm a superb cavalry officsr and earned on many a
When the
field the riflM to lead when brave men follow.
heart of ur common country yemrned to express to her Confederate
ona that their welcome home wai complete, to Wheeler wa given
to show on our behalf that every star on the flag was now dear to u
and that we were ready to follow it to the very "Islet of the Sea."
It was southern hands that set star after star In the blue field of
glory, and If any more stars are ever planted there it will be strange
if a southerner is not found assisting In the operation."
STEPHEN D. LEE.
hard-fough-
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MANY WAYS, GENERAL
HOWARD, OF THE UNION,

"

0.

U.
AND
GENERAL STEPHEN D. LEE, OF
THE CONFEDERACY, ARE LINKED TOGETHER BY THE MELANCHOLY DISTINCTION OF BEING
SOLE SURVIVORS AMONG THE
ARMY LEADEKS
BOTH MEN
AS CITIZENS AND SOLDIERS.

A

PATHETIC DEATH.

"After Columbia had fallen, and Charleston with the forts along
the coast, my army passed across the Carolinas to finish the war In
the battle of Burtonville, March 19 to 21, 1865. At Bentonvllle there
was a pathetic incident, when the
son of the Confederate
General Hardee lost his life. At a later day and in more peaceful
surroundings, I had the pleasure of meeting General Hardee. For
him there will always be a bond of sympathy within my breast, for I,
too, have given a son to my country, Major Guy Howard,' who was
shot down in the Philippines."
OLIVER OTIS HOWARD.

Classmates
at West Point and
frleneU till war's demands made them

))

bear arms for hontile sections, is the
beginning of the coincidence that
General C O. Howard. U. S. A., re
tired, and Lieutenant General Stephen
D. Lee, C. S. A., are the surviving
army commanders of the Civil War
of the north and south, respectively.
They graduated together at the National Military Academy in 1854.
years since the great
It is forty-flvconflict was begun and in that time
the white haired survivors have seen
all the great leaders go to their last
reward. Time has dealt rti less gently
with the chieftains than with the file.
That these two survivors are the solitary ones of fjelr eminence reveals
with a shock what a swiath the grim
reaper has cut in the ranks of the
blue and of the gray. The time draws
nigh when children strew flowers on
the graves of the dead, among whom
will foe those who never (have looked
upon a veteran In the flesh.
However, moth cf tnese old general
are hale and vigorous, and useful besides. It Is typical of the reunited,
regenerated republic that neither of
them drones his life away in the armchair over the dead ashes of the past.
Both are as busy, energetic and progressive as anyone fired witia the
wine of youth, and with this added advantage their prestige and experi
ence makes every word and act count
and 'be appreciated tenfold. With the
palm won In war they have twined
the olive cfowns won In the game of
peace.
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L.HB IN 1906.

BUILDING UP THE SOUTH

JO4XD0000C00X0K)f
My Hero's Grave

.TASK OF GENERAL LEE. IDOL OF THE CONFEDERATE VETERANS.
THE DUTY OF A CITIZEN TO HIS NATIVE LAND AND THE "DEBT
THE COUNTRY OWES THOSE WHO DIED FOR IT.

By Ella K. Dearborn.

ture, now nearly forgutxen.
Since the close of the Civil War
General Iee lias laliored constantly
to iuild up the waste iplaces of the
south. He has rarely accepted any
political office.
General Lee holds that the memory
of the old Confederate soldiers is a
peculiar itrust committed to the care
of the present living Confederates.
So 'far as Is in our power we have
striven that history may nut lack the
evidence of his ipurity of motive, his
fortitude, his heroism," he said, in
discussing the matter recently. "I for
one do not fear that Justice, however
long delayed, will not ultimately be
doue to one of the grandest bodies of
men who ever battled fjr independ.1
ence, or triumphing over defeat,
'
GENERAL LEE.
bound up the bleeding wounds of their
country.
Miss.
Columlxis,
ST
Home
'
There are three things peculiarly
Occupation Planter.
left for the concern of the living Con- C.
b.
Charleston;
Born
derate soldiers. One of these is the
Axe 73.
of public monuments to our
creation
lieuCaptain,
tuaior.
Civil War
Confederate dead ; to our leaders, but,
brigadier
colonel,
colonel,
tenant
alove all, to those private soldiers
C. S.
r general, lieutenant general
who made our leaders immortal. We
Richmond.
A. In bat ilea around
must not overtask posterity hy ex
Sharpsburg
and
Second Bull Run,
pecting those who come after tis to
batat
Vlcksbure. Oorunianded
build monuments to heroes whom
Miss.,
Bayou.
tip
Chickasaw
their own generation were unwilling
defeated;
was
when Sherman
to commemorate.
The south has
Tupelo, Miss.; Atlanta, Jones- reached a position of material pros
Nashville,
boro, uo.; Franklin,
perity which justifies lot)h state and
Term., etc.
private beneficence to honor the faithAfter war State sonatur, 1870; ful dead.
convenY member
constitutional
"In all human lot, there has nothing
Mississippi
tion, i890; president
been found for man than to die
better
president
aoclety.
S Historical
for his country, it there be any vir
'
Mississippi Agricultural and Me- tue, if there be any praise, this fate
T coanlcal
college;
commander
is to be preferred alove all others. We
Military
National
Vicksburg
feel that It is well with those who
since March 1, 1S99; presl- Park
have thus fulfilled the highest of all
' dent UnUod Confederate Veter- trusts the duty of a citizen to his
'i ana since 1904.
' native land; and whatever may have
been their private faults, their puunc
ar
T V
service on the field of battle had
planter. He U also the president of rightly given them a place witia the
MeImmortals. Theirs was the martyr's
the Mississippi Agricultural end
bail c'Uarge devotion without the martyr's hope.
chanical college. He
the college since Jta opening In Their generation end their country
1880, and tinder hta adintntsLratloa tt imposed upon them this high service.
baa been one of the most successful They fulfilled It without flinching.
institutions of its kind In the south They folt that the issue of the battle
1IU handsome colonial residence U a was wltti Ood; the issue of their duty
architec was with them."
masterpiece erf the
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lbs. table salt.
lbs. breufest bacon.
PJO lbs. lima beans.
25 lbs. bar
25 los. shreddinl cocoanut.
3 cases crackers. 'itv Siula's,
1 case Cream of Wheat.
1 case of tapioca,
I s.
1 case catsup.
60 lbs. ginger 6 s.
10O lbs. mustard.
2 cases Greenwich lye l's.
500 lbs. sal soda, bulk.
2 boxes candles 6 s.
5 cases matches.
I gross house brooms.
1 doz. stable brooms.
51)0 lbs. dried peas.
6X) lbs. Dukes smoking tobacco, 3 3 os.
40 butts chewing tobacco.
3 gross japanned Bhoe buckles.
4 bottles
burnish blacking (Lynns).
l,0cl eyelet hooks.
6,0i) eyelets (J. & N. large).
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
IS lbs.
wire clinching nails.
13 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
15 lbs.
8
iron heel nails.
lbs.
iron heel nulls.
25 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
2 boxes Singer machine needles. No.C

rorolp.

(Copyright
.MAJOR GEXERAL.

by J. K. Purdy.)
O. O. HOWARD IN 190C.

HAS ONE EMPTY SLEEVE
HOWEVER, GENERAL O. O. HOWARD IS STILL A HUMAN DYNAMO.
TELLS OF ACADEMY DAYS WITH LEES
AN ENCOUNTER WITH
STEPHEN D. AT EZRA CHURCH AND ONE WITH ROBERT E. AT
CHANCELLORS VI LLE.

l-

g

rffc

10

111.

JJeam Is &
in.

1

15

Culls

wrench

liuxters adjustable "8"
Coes

1

wrench 8 In.
Coes wrench, 12 In.

1
1

alligator wrench,

1
1,0M

No.

common.
wrench 6 in.

4.

lbs. white lead,
1 bbl. asphaltum paint.
15 gals, turpentine.
3 guls. Japan dryer.
3 books gold leaf.
1 lb.
gilt bronze.
2 quires sand paper No. 0.
50 lbs. oxide sine, dry.
. '
1 paint strainer.
1
kalsomine strainer.
2 lbs. Marseilles green, dry.
10 lbs. Mursellles green, In oil.
3 pole brushes, best.
1 glass cutter.
15v lbs. Spanish whiting.
15 lbs. glue.
15 lbs. plaster paris.
2 kalsomine
brushes, best.
2 lbs. lump black, dry.
10 lbs. chrome
yellow.
5 lbs. Prussian blue, blue dry powder.
10 lbs. Venetian
red, lry powdt r.
2 lbs. Amer. Vermillion red, dry powder.
2 gal. hard oil.
20 gal, gloss oil.
2 gui.
interior varnish.
200 lbs, oil putty.
i! putty knives.
loo gal. pure linseed oil

2 spatulas, 3 in.
10 lbs. chalk hue.
6 wall brushes, 3 In.
8 wall brushes, 4 in.
12
13
15

2
14
1
15
2
35
2

sash tools, round long brittle.
fitches, long bristle.
sheets lithograph boards.
quarts liquid glue.
pes. glass .16x14.
pc. glass 37xk
pes. glass 36x14.

PCS.

glajfS 12x20.

pes. gftss 32x16.
glass 18x16.
3 pes. glass 12x20.
13 pes. glass 12x38.
10 pes. glass 12x30.
10 pes. glass lt,x28.
17 pes. gloss 14x18.
2 pes. glass 12x34.
58 pes. glass lSxiU.
0 pes. glass 16x23.
38 pes. glass 12x18.
1
PC glass 16x50.
1 pc gluss 3.tx40.
1 pc. glass 12x33.
67 pes. glass 16x56.
2 pes. glass 16x40.
1 pc giuss 25x40
1 pc. glass MxiA.
2 pes. glass 33x45.
20.000 lbs. oats.
7o,H!
lbs. alfalfa,
lo.wn lbs. chopped feed.
3,000 lbs. bran.
6.0U0 lbs. bedding.
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
75 pes. soft 2x8x12.
15 pes. soft pine 2x12x12.
l.Ooo
feet 1x10x12. sort rjino. board
measure.
29 No. 5.
600
1 box No.
2 Singer
feet 1x12x12,
machine needles.
soft nine. board
measure.
No. 329.
S doz. sewing
i
feet 1x12x12, sort pine, full stock.
machine oil.
1 oil stone, 1 side round, medium.
1.".. feet white pine 1x12x16.
boo feet white pine 1x10x16.
1 pair No. 6 pinchers
(Tlmmons).
5oo feet white pine 1x8x16.
1 quire sand paper No. 2.
5W feet white pine 2x6x16.
3 shank lusters (Keystone).
8O0 feet oak 1x10x12.
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
2i) feet oak 1x4x12.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
48 pes. o.'tk 2x.2 ft. 8 In. long.
2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
5oo feet flooring, Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
40 sides heavy wax kip.
50
t) sides light
feet drill steel,
in. 12 ft. lengths.
wax kip.
28 feet drill steel 1 in.
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
12 feet
ill. pipe.
leather.
56 feet
tiiu lbs. (by the side)
heavy No. 1
in. round Iron, 14 ft. lengths.
50 feet
l
oakwood sole lather.
for repointing picks.
5 doz. shovels,
2 doz. spools No. 24 black thrend.
long handle.
2 pinch burs.
2" doz. spools No. :iO black thread.
6 uxes.
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
3 grubbing hoes.
20 doz. spools No. 30 white thread.
5ini lbs. black powder.
3 doz. spools No. 8 white thread.
(UK)
3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
lbs. giant powder.
2.000 feet fuse.
1 pkg. No.
7 Domestic sewing machine
8 boxes caps.
needles.
4 doz. pick handles.
5 pkg s. Sharps hand needles, 1 to 5.
1 doz.
6 pkg b. Sharps hand needles. No. 4.
drill hummer bundles.
25
attaching plugs.
1"0 yards cloth,
prisoners uniform.
5 lbs. Manson tape.
dark" blue woolen. 54 inches wide.
100 Incanilesci nt lamps, 110 volt 8 c. p.
yards cloth, blue gray, woolen 54
75 incandescent
lamps, 111) volt 16 c p.
Inch wide.
25
incandescent lamps, llu volt 32 c. p.
i". yards denim, umoskrog preferred.
1
lb. Ac. carbolic cryst.
2im yards drilling.
.vp yards Canton flannel.
2 lbs. Ac. boraclo.
lb. Ac. tannic.
1.250 yards shirting, Hamilton
utripts.
lb. Amnion, chloride.
"f.i 0 yards toweling.
1
lb. Amnion, curb.
:M yards red flannel.
1
lb. bromide potass.
lil yards sheeting.
1 lb.
bromide sodl.
0"0 yards lining.
1
lb.
5 gross cotton socks.
bismuth sub. Ml.
1
lb. cerium oxalate.
12
rosH pants buttons, large.
lb.
Hiilph.
12 urows pants buttons,
small.
1
lb. dovers powder.
gro.sa coat buttons.
1 lb.
mustard powd.
gross uhlrt buttonB.
lb. talcum powd.
tl gross drawer buttons.
10 lbs. magnesil sulph.
lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb.
pot. et sodii tart.
20 lbs. bolts, carriage
lb. pot. chlor.
15 lbs. bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. lodil.
1" lbs. bolts, tire
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
pi His. borax.
1 lb.
10 lbs.
belladonna fl. ex.
brass polish.
1
lb. tolu fl. ex.
0 brass steam cocks, 1 In.
3
wild cherry fl. ex
lbs.
8 brass steam cocks,
in.
5 pts. cascara sag. fl. ex.
pr. calipers 6 In.
5
1 closet
co. fl. ex.
pts
trtfolium
bowl with seat attachment.
1
1 doz.
pt. licorice fl. ex.
curry combs.
1 pt.
2 sets collar pads 24 s .
vomica.
mix
1
pt. oxil camph. co.
7 sets collar pads 23 s.
1,000 tablets, neuralgic headache.
50 feet
In. drill steel.
l.u.v tablets, pepsin, blsnuu.i ami char
loo feet
In. drill steel.
coal.
feet 1 in. drill steel.
600 tablets pot. permanganese
gr. V.
4 drills
&
bit.
shank
1 roll oiled silk.
4 drills
8
shank and
bit.
roll 2 In. adhesive plaster,
3 drills
shank and 4 bit.
roll 4 In. adhesive plaster,
6 flat smooth til. s 16 In.
In. adhesive plaster,
roll
6 flat smooth files 8 In.
belladonna plasters,
rolls
12 bastard flat tiles 16 In.
rolls mustard plasters,
6 hulf round tiles 16 in.
gal. alcohol.
6 half round tiles 14 In.
1 doz. 3 in. bandages.
6
round Hies 16 in.
1
doz. 2 In. bandages.
6 three cornered
files 12 In.
1 In. bandages.
1 doz.
12 three square saw files 6 in.
1
In. bandages.
doz
6 three square saw files 4 in.
1
gal. euthymol.
6 three square saw files 3 In.
8
oz.
quinine
sulph.
6 three square saw files 8 In.
1
gal. witch huzel.
6 double cut wood files 14 in.
1
iohthyol.
lb.
6 doz. shovel handles, long.
lh. creosote. Beechwood.
3 dnz. sledge hammer handles.
20 lbs. vaseline.
1 doz.
pick handles.
1 gal.
glvcertne.
1 horse shoeing
hammer.
1 lb. sodli phosphate.
carpenters hummer, 1 lb.
1 lb. sulphur.
1 hatchet.
4 in. blade.
1
lb. pepsin asceptlc.
1
doz. horse brushes.
2 gals. nq. ammonia.
6 hack saw blades
12 In.
10 lbs. absorb, nt cotton.
loo feet
In. garden hose.
1
oz. silver nitrate stick.
6
jse menders
In.
No. 00.
l.f) capsules
12 hose clamps,
In,
capsues No. 1.
l.ooo
16 hnse clamps,
'n.
l.Ooa capsules No. 3.
12 stetm hc
eoc.'in
? lbs. buchu and Ji riper fl. ex.
;0 'h
til uuntil l
1
lbo. saline laxative.
ll.i littit
)
I Ins. chloroform.
nlt-2f lbs t til
tstls
I
lb. tther.
Its
1 t lb
plumb, ac.
1 kei
l Itrn
1
rt stlllingia Co. fl. ex.
itttf.
B'i
pus.

S

S

S

Special CorrcsiKHidence:
Burllngrxn, t.. May 30. This state'
lays claim to Major General Otis O.
Howard, U. S. A., since his retirement
from active military service in 1894.
The sturdy, white haired veteran,
with his empty sleeve, Is a familiar
sight in Burlington, one that resi-- ,
dents like to point out to visitors as
the general that held the field at
and marched with Sher- man to the sex and the last one
ing of the Union army commanders,
His is still a busy, bustling existence, with an office In City Hall park;
Amid
with clerks and stenographers.
these surroundings, one finds General
Howard, when rthe young man of 75
years is not lecturing and traveling
here, there and everywhere.
He is the author of many books
and has suggested recently that General Steplii n D. I.ee and he collaborate uiK)ii a ihis.ory of the Civil War.
but General
has been frank to say
that he can see that struggle from
just one angle, which precludes the
Impartial attitude of the true historian. He lias advised General Howard
to go ahead with Hie history alone.
Of his acquaintance with the younger lA-e- In lie days when they wore
cadets in the Military. Academy, General Howard speaks with kindly
Of the late Fitzhugh
I.ee he Is wont to remark of the
wrestling ixjuts they had together,
and with regret he tells how the war
Interrupted the friendship hw 'han
i:h his classmate,' Stephen
formed
IK I.ee.
They have never had a per- sonal meeting since tne nit gray strug
llv-in- o

From north to south, from
west

east to

Where'er a soldier's dust may rest,
A star will mark each hero's grave.
The flag he loved shall o'er him wave.
My soldier sleeps so far away,
I may not strew his grave today,
Uut patriotic hands Instrad
Will place a wreath above his head.
And gently will they strew for rhe
My hero's grave iu Tennessee;
And I where sets the western sup.
Will strew some grave a lonelv one,
Will spread it o'er with choicest

llo

Ie

m.

s

And fill the air with rich perfume
An incense to tile memory
Of one who sleeps in Tennessee.
(), soluier dead, could you but kiiOW,
I he lips you kissed so long ago

Still breathe your name In tenderness
That time can never make the less.
I deck an unknown grave, 'tis true.
The tears I shed are still for you;
Ood bless the hand, whose'er it e.
That strews my hero's grave for me.

'

YEARS

TWENTY-NIN- E

OLD IS HIL1SBR0

as

THE COUNTY
COUNTY
SARY.

SEAT
HAS

OF

AN

SIERRA
ANNIVER-

old-tim- e

Hillsboro, the county .seat x f Sierra
county, and one of New Mexico's most
had to rush freight to the post and prosperous mining camps, on last
PRAISE FOB CADETS
OF fiOSWELL SCHOOL. pay freighters twice as much as they Tuesday celebrated Us twenty-nint- h
Col. Sc'nyler, the United States army usually did they have decided to get anniversary, says the Sierra County
wfflcer who Inspected the New Mexico a good price for taking a chance on Advocate:
Military Institute end the cadets, having a bad winter.
"On the 22d day of May, 1S79, David
was unsparing In hi fra.ie at the
Stlsel and Dan lKiugan camped where
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
conditions be found and of the work
the town of llillsloro now is they
accomplished by the faculty land the
were m'onarchs of all they survoyd.
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
from
Adot8, nays a dispatch
On the following day Joe Yankie arDepartment of the Interior, Land of- rived from the Mimbres and Joined
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., April 26, the two hardy prospectors, of whom
He said that fhe loyalty to the In
1906.
lonly Mr. Stlsel now Is living. When
stitute exhibited by the cadets In reNotice Is hereby given that the folmaining nn extra day In barracks to
ankle arrived on the mesa Bourn oi
await hla coming to Inspect mem ana lowing named settler has filed no- town, about where tho cemetery Is
final
of
his
to
tice
intention
make
showing
tnade.
they
creditable
the
now located, he fired his Winchester
could not be too highly praised. He proof in supports of his claim, and to attract Che Attention of any perwill
proof
said
be
before
that
made
recom
emphatically
would
he
said
sons, if there were any, In the gulch.
the probate clerk of Bernalillo county His shots
mend the school.
were answered by Stltsel
The board of regents and the fac at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June and Dougan, who gave the new arrival
ulty and several vroaiinent business 6, 1900, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of a hearty welcome. In houor of the
Bernalillo county, New occasion a grand dinner was spread,
men entertained Col. Scyler at a C Carpenter.
o'clock dinner after "the Inspection, at Mexico, for the west half of the south- consisting of venison, wild turkey
west quarter of section 12, township and bear, canned fruit and Missouri
the Grand Central Hotel.
iu norin, range o east.
yankl)f waj R naive of 0hi0i
lumU
Fortunate Missourians.
and he named the new Eldorado, Hills-loro- .
prove
-his
continuous
residence
to
When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
taking tho name of his native
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now cf uikii and cultivation oof said land, town. At that time there were no
viz.:
vicinity.
Graysvllle, Mo., "three of my cusLeandro Jaratuillo, Pedro Garcia, buildingswasin a this immediate
There
shark ou the TrujUlo,
Olguln
Francisco
Ilario
and
j
Gutierrez.
consumption by Dr. King's New Dlsnear whern 'he oi l headquarters
ew Mexico.
tuvery, and at'e well and strong today. a UI
ranch of the S. L. C. company now
OTERO,
R.
MANUEL
One was trying to sell his property
stands. Op the Animas there were
Register.
nd move to Arizona, but after using
two or three cabins and the old
(V.iase mill.
New DUcovery a short time be found
Mr Stitsel yet lives and
ar, Rockefeller.
if
Rich
as
Not
many
I regard Dr.
it unnecessary to do .
If you had, all the wealth of Rocke-..n,..- . enjoys good health, and relates
...... .i
Kind's New Discovery as the most
inteiestitiL' tales of ttiose early anil
wonderful medicine In cxtstence." could
buy a better medicine for n''i'ns day that niej mens souls
f.urctjt Cough and Cold cure and bowel not
complaints than Chamberlain's
A Mountain of Cold
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed Colic, Ch dtra and Diarrhoea, Remedy
by all druggists. 00c and $1. Trial The most eminent physician can not could not bung as much happiness to
,
.
.
bottles free.
prescribe a better preparation
fork's. i.m i.i iiue, o' iimuh', II'U
o
colic and diarrhoea, both for children as did one 2re box of Bueklen's
FORT APACHE FREIGHT
adults. The unifor msuccess of 'ilea Salve, when It completely cured
CONTRACT AWARDED. this teineilv has tdiowu It to b su-lrunning sore n her leg. which had
Willis Bros, have beou awarded the pcrlor to all others. It never fails, tortured her 23 long years. Greatest
Apache freight contract at $1.03 and when induced with water and antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds,
jwr hundred, frays the Holbrook
swee ened. It Is pleasant to take. and Surer 25c at all druggists.
o
This is tha highest price paid Every family should bo supplied with
years.
many
great
AND
TAXES
for thl work in a
it. Sold by all druggists.
ARE NOW DUE,
years
tho winters hive
o
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
The past two
A
Citizen Want ad d'es the work JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
the contractors
been severe and
l.
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Special Correspondence:
Columbus, Miss., May 30. General
Steplien IX Ijoe, the last survlvfng
lientenant geaeral of the Confederacy
ami the honored commander of t!ie
Veterans" asUnited CtMifoderate
sociation. Is one of the interestlife In this
ing men in
country. Owing to the ties that bina
and
Um to tie history of the couth, large
owing to tils tperaonality in a
measure as well, he Is easily ma most
popular man in the sou a, taking the
.section, as & wtiole.
Although a galdier, the
and the grandson of a srtldler, his
life is now tetng qutotly spent as a

t

Ust

lbs. Bidder,
and half, tinners.
gross wood half
4 In.
11 1
screws
gross wood screna No.
No. 8,
kioms wimmI screws No. f,
gross wood serews No. 7,
gross wood screws No. 8,
1 gross wood screws
No. Iu, 4
1 gross
wo,
screws No. 1 3
tl l.rlcklcyer s
trowels (Hose).
I boxes tin XXX plate,
4 taeklu blocks
double i- - ml
m. rope.
3 taekie blocks single,
n. rope.
J dot. tutxe spoons, heavy,
8 wagon tongues.
6 ne-yokes.
1 single
tree.
6 from hounds.
6 hind hounds.
1 wagon
tire shrinker.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 8
right
12 wagon skeins, steel. 1
Hx left.
2 doz. shovels,
long bandied.
doi. shovels, short handle.
1 iloz.
coal shovels.
Ho lbs. wrought
Iron washers, 1
in.
20 lbs. wrought iron washers 1.
20 lbs. wrought
Iron washers 4
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers
20 lbs. wrought Iron washers
1 Stlllson
wrench, open, 6 111.
1
lleutllis
common '
fulls
i(t

rs

SET OUT FROM WEST POINT TOGETHER
) m u u u ) rt n
u
n

1906.

gle.
Toward

the end of the war, when
General Howard and his army of the
Tennessee were with Sherman. In
Georgia, he encountered Stephen T.
I?e's forces at Kzra Church, July 2S.
18G4. Telnng of it. General Howard
says:
"When the engagement "evened,
Sherman and I were together. I remarked, 'There Is going to be a bat
tle, general;' to which he replied, 'Oh
I guess not.'
But seeing a peculiar,
form of shrapnel flying through the
tops of the trees, a kind that was
artillery
used liy the Confederate
throughout the war when the enemy
meant business, I called Sherman's
attention to it, and he then said, 'You
are right.' and mounting, rode away.
in
"At that time I was engaged
bringing the 15th Corps, commanded
by U gaii. from the left of our line
to occupy a position on the extreme
right.
gave my personal attention
to this movement and saw that my
rigtr. f'.ai.k was reinforced by seven
1

regiments anil a doztn batteries from
the other two corps composing my
for the enemy was making
a demonstration
In force against my
rjgnt.
flying
"WHien
Iee's shrapnel
through the tree tops posted me on
what wvas coming, I was In position
l" enfold and crush him, 1ut not till
after one of the bloodiest encounters
of the whole war was this
plished. In t'he battle of Ezra Church
less than six Confederate color
bearers were shot down and their
regiments annihilated."
A different eneounrer with Lee was
"That
the battle of Chancellorsville.

'""".

g

accom-Gettysbur-

4

1)

GENERAL HOWARD.
Home Burlington. Vt.
Publicist, historOccupation
ian.
11 rn
Ix'eds, Me.
Age 7ti.
Civil
War

Third
Colonial
Maine Regiment; brigadier general volunteers, after Bull Run;
major general volunteers', commander army and b parterant of
Tennessee; brigadier general U.
in forty-siS. A. Participated
imiort,ant engagements and in
first and last battles of the war.
After Wlir Commander Freed-man'- s
peace commisbureau;
sioner to Indians of Arizona and
New Mexico; department and di- vision commander tne Columnia,
West Iint, the Platte, the Pa- ciflc, the Atlantic; major general
U. S. A., ISSti; retired Novemoer
8, 1S94 ; founder Lincoln-.Memorlal University, Cumlterland Gap,
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repulse was the bitterest experience
of my life," says General Howard.
"Itxi'ker. in bis plan to drive General
Robert E. Lee out of Fredericksburg,
had evolved an elaborate campaign,
and an extended line of battle with
the 11th Corps, which I commanded
on the right. My reserves had been
withdrawn, and when Stonewall Jack
son, with three men to my one, turned
my flnak, the swa;:t my unsupported
corps back for some two miles with
the impetuosity of his attack.
"Death wvuld have indeed ueen a
welcome relief from the humiliation
of that night. But we retrieved our
selves at Gettysburg, where the gal
ant 11th Corps, forced to fall back
again, but not in confusion, occupied
tne famous field of battle, under my
diiectioii, and held Cemetery Ridge
till the arrival of General Meade
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1

fl. ex.

gal. ellxr. saw palmetto Co.
gal. ellxr, tonga Co.
horts
1 oz. ol. anise.
1 krg N'c. 1 boras
shis
1
gal, ol. rlclne.
2 krgi Ni
I
siisa
2 gal. ( il. cod liver.
2 keg
Ve. I sivts
2
4
oz.
Ol. cloves.
1
Vi
1 oz. til.
5
enjuput.
feet Njwif Irn 1 I 'I
oz. Ol. lavender.
5) feet Nf.sif Iris i 1 1 oz.
Ol. wlntergreen.
25 feet Norway
iron
1..
1
oz. Ol. mustard.
50 feet Norway Iron
In.
2 gal. Ol. cottonseed.
25 feet Norway Iron
in.
f."0 tablets codeine sulph. gr.
25 feet Norway
Iron
in.
50 feet Norway Iron
loo tablets cocaine byd. gr. 11.
In.
1"" tablets 11 morp. and utroo. (Hypo25 feet Norway
Iron
in.
60 feet flat Iron
dermic).
25 feet flat Iron
I.ino tablets strychnine sulph gr.
50 feet flat iron
.vni tablets strphanth Co. 1'. 1. 6; Co.
25 feet
l.ooo tablets nitroglycerine
Co
5 doz. Seeds dry plates No. 27, 4x5.
2 bundles gM. Iron No. 27. 30x90
gr,ss knives and 2 gross forks 5 lbs. bvposulphite of soda.
Ih. sulphite of soda.
(steel) handle an t blade ono solid pi- ce
15 grains gold chloride.
lawn mower, hind, large size
6 carpenters' mallet, length 6 in.
lb. acid pvrogallle.
'."i lbs. blank nuts
2 plate holders 6x8 with 4x5 kds.
In. .
20 lbs. blank nuts
The Hoard of New Mecleo l'eniti nt iury
In.
15 lis. blank nuts
Commissioners reserves the right to rein.
ject any and nit bids.
In
nozzle.
1"0 f,,t Iilck steel
In submitting bids for nhove supplies
pipe vice, combination. 6 in.
bidders should write plainly on nvelope
I
"Kids for supplies for
the followingpnitni'.rs gasoline stove.
pr. piti r. eoinl lnatiiiu wire cutting. New Mexico Penitentiary." with mime
or nanus of bidder or bidders, to avoid
I.7. picks It It
t c.rrnu
the opening of same by mistake.
planes, carpenters',
carp, tilers' pencils
ltv orcb r of the Hoard of New Mexico
'z.
f. t
IVnitcntiarv Commissioners.
In.
r.ui pipe
f t
rocu-b-t
Iron l!ne 1?
ARiill lt THEI.KOP.P.
i'o t..t wroui'bt
Superintendent
Iron pip,,
pipe
may
''1" ff. tetI wroutbt
iron
be sent separately, duly
S.nnnles
wrought iron pipe 2.
to the Supt riii-numbered,
marked
and
I'.o f.
t wrought Iron pipe 2
c
t do7
horse shoe rasps. 16 in.
6 half round wood rasos. 14 iu.
A
Hend, Inl., boy of IS li?
6 ini'i'i-- r
round tiles 6 in.
4 brass
boned rubs 2 ft.
bigamy. And yet we've alcoiuiniued
wagon without be,! 4 in tire.
ways
supposed there was p.o lol like
rope
ui f.
In.
an old fool.
'Jon feet rope 12 In.
1
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Day of Our Boys

jj. 0. Emmons, iFurnitureManK
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Every business man should investigate the Ver- tica' Filing System for letters, documents, etc.
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SADDLES
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AND ETC.

We are offering gome Tery tpecial prices on thi. line of good
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

M

other motive power for the carrying
or passengers

or freight
The incorporators are named as di
rectors of ithe company.

RAILROAD

.

ENGINEER'S 'CLOSE CALL
FROM ELECTRIC DEATH
J. H. Pilkington, the well known
Colorado & Southern engineer, (had a
narrow escape from being killed yesterday afternoon during a severe electrical sUorm, says tht. Trinidad Advertiser. He was rendered unconscious
for nearly an hour, while physicians
worked over him, keeping up heart
action.
Mr. Pilkington was sitting in the
parlor of his residence at 721 San
Pedro street, shortly after noon, while
a thunder and lightning storm waa
raging. The large glass in the front
door was shattered and Mr. Pilkington
fell to the floor, where (fie was found
by his wife a few minutes later, nn-- ,
conscious. Physicians were hurriedly
summoned, while Mrs. Pilkington, assisted by some neighbor women,
worked over the prostrate man, keeping up respiration.
He regained consciousness in about
an hour, but does not remember anything that happened. He was resting easy last night and no fears are
entertained for his recovery. The
,??,c,a"!J-tSttb.Bte waa
d
escape aJ
death is considered remarkable.

TOPICS
ooooxxxooaoooo

Saturday, a party of firemen on the
engines of the El Paso & Southwest-esystem passed the day in Bislee,
Ariz., looking over the mines and
taking in the sights generally. They
were P. B. Conley, J. B. Pope of the
western division, and H. Shields and
J. M. Warren of the eastern end.
George Montgomery, traveling auditor of the coast lines of the Santa
Fe, who leu the other day f!r the
Sulphur hot springs. Is reported getting along nicely. When, he arrived
here from Log Angeles and continued
on to Bernalillo. George wa In ipretty
bad shape physically, but friends will
now b pleased to learn that he Is
picking up flinely and will le all righc
in a short time.
As

a result of the accidental

charge of

a

Santl Fe fireman

dis-

at. Trinidad? hadThis

ankle. R. D. Huggard was display
ing a
to u.s companion,
when the weapon dropped to the
rlck pavement' and was discharged.
The bullet splintered the 1x.ne o
badly that amputation was necessary.
towe"s engineer. William H. Oarlow,,
lost his right foot Wednesday by slip- I'uig umici iu viiKiiir.
It was stated here last night, upon
good authority, that the Santa Fe has

Guarantee
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BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

1

-

x

'

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.

y

WITH EVERY VEHt-- i
CLE WE 8 ELL,
Any part falllnjr Wy
tmsuis of defective
material or W0Tkmm- chip will be made good i
without expense totl
owner, trrcflpccthrft at i
(

12

B

reates

e

1

n

girl j
of grief hrause she had
Angeles, Cal., May 28. 1006.
thp
nothing to give to
departing sol-- j
(tier boys. How she sobbed out, "Can't
F. H. Schwentker. Manager Pacific
I sing for you before you go?" then,
Mutual Lite Insurance Co., Albubrenklnjr down in the midst of it. how
querque, N. M.
the enptsin took her in 'his arms, and
Dear Sir I am instructed to advise
fpoke such tender wrrds as only a
you that the company's vaults in San
brave man could speak to a llttie
Francisco have been opened, and als
child.
1
the vault containing the securities,
rfnieniNr when ":hy" came
and all records and securities are
back, with so manv, many tmplv
found to be absolutely intact and unplaces, never to I filled again. "The
injured. Yours very truly,
Vacant Chair" voiced its pathetic cad'
ence In our childish tones.
(Sijtnco,
A. W. MORGAN.
I remember
In girlhood, we "rallied
Assistant Secretary.
'round
the flag" once again and with
the -- Grant lxiys'-houtthe battle-crof freedom."
I remember
In dawn of maiden-od, my hero wore his father" "army
coat of blue,"" and I snuggled under
the old cape sure that only a true
heart could wear the blue.
1
rememoer and the years are
many now when Uncle Sam's cavalry
at "Buffalo mil's" show wheeled into
line with the dear old flag alve them
Fort Bayard, N. M-- . May 18. 1906.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
and "The Star Spangled Banner' Sealed
In triplicate for furbursting the air with its triumphant nishing proposals
constructing LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSmaterial
and
note; I remember one wonvan stand- addition to Ambulant
Mess
FER STABLES.
ing u;on ner chair and cheering, with here, will be received Patients
until 11 a. m., Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
tears streaming down her cheeks, June 4. 1906. and then
opened. Inchanged.
oblivious to her surroundings.
on application. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE dlTY
I reniemler a few years ag In our formation furnished
U. S. reserves the right to accept or Second Street, between Railroad and
own city, as post after pot of he G. reject
any or all proposals or any
Copper Avenue.
A. R, flle'd by, bearing their tattered
thereof. Envelopes containing
flags; at last cam one which was a part
should be endorsed, "ProELITE CAFE
thing of beamy when it went out proposals
posals for Addition to Ambulant Pawith those in the fullness of youth; tients'
Capt.
o
Mess,"
addressed
and
now but a tattered rag clinging to its
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
staff, with the undying lioast, '"Never S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
lowered to the foe." I bared my white
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
hair In memory of those who had died
tor this; and saw very hat in the
ranks lifted in answering salute.
And as I remember. I know no
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
song are as dear to the hearts of the
TMOKNTON J ho Claancr
"'old .boy6" as these witJi it heir memCleans everything.
He Is thu
ories of camp fire and bivouac, and
Moving, packFurniture Man.
screaming shot and shell.
I
And
ing and shipping, unpacking raid
know tne old songs are the only songs :.'fc'"-fi- $
setting up, and is no upstart at
that belong to this, their day, and the
the business. There is no other
day of their comrade dead.
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
And because they and we wives
737 South Walter Street
J XXXX-OXXXXTXand mothers and sisters remember
the awful cost; and because we would
have our children and our children's
children reruemler, too, we ask that
this one day be given to tender
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
thouguu find deed, and not to SKrt
BRUSHES.
and sacriligious mirth in mockery of Large. Jry Rooms. Price Very Rea
onab'e.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
our dead.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE.
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. PalProprietor. metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Sore Nipples. '
t
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
A cure may le effected by applying
Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the
Pelts.
child Is done nursing. Wipe it off
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
with a soft cloth before allowing the
child to nurse. Many trained nurses
THIRD STREET
use this ealve with the best results.
25 centj per box
Sold by alii
!
druggists,
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
MEN AfSDWOrVfErV
Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Steam Sausage Factory.
l Ftp OfrtrnnnAtaral
Return. Tickets on sale June
cli.rhamiHi.iiiflftDiliiatloiii.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
lrritaliuui ur ulciKtinna
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate
t i mlrtyr..
.,f iMiirum m,ishrm
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Cualirtoa
Pinl,- - ar.d not utHn.
wan

V

an
of the
kind evcr invented.
Call and see it or write
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remember away back
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Gilbreath

1

CLOBE-WERNICK- E

; j

X
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By France

This Strong:

Si

nila

tlniA rtf itArvtrA

.

fully i rotecta you as to quality. At to prices, you can't Ixat ours on
ame :rade of goods.
t'. r repair ahop Is In the hands or skilled men and is equipped wiU
all necessary am ances for doing the highest grade of repairing, ap- noistring, triuimlng and painting. Ring up, write or call.

tit

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERA8 AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

t.

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cart; llaOiaca,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Froate ft
Buildings.
ftopmlrm on Mining mnd mill Mmthlnmry m 9potlmlty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
Albiqteraae, ft. M.
T.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gcnf at Building

SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS

Grand Central Hotel

Both Phones

Third and MirqtsctU

FIGURE ONWITH US
Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Bin:!:rs,
Hay

Presses & Farm Macfe!:y

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

& CO..
N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

eg?

j

Kniehts of Columbus

WE FILL

Meat Market

ATTENTION

PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE,

At Consistent
Prices

s

4r

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

j

j

"

5y5i

yVfh

tTSrJT
lliiw

$63 05

iout or toiranoul.

EVAHSCMEWimCO.

CiMCiNTl,B

OT

1

'"'nt :

rantUa
wrapper,

rln

Call

at Ticket

Office

OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXi

for full

par-

ticulars.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

"J. or (Kittle 2.J5.
:ircuUr Mnt on teaoMfti

Wootton

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. C.
VJHISKEY

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

&

Myer,

Real Estate

If you think" that a windmill will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South B nod way, and also
t'he two houses at the corner of Goal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-flv- e
feet.

AND

RENTALS

Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
Ranches
and Farms
Building Bonds"' and addressed to the
.city Clerk. Albuauernue. K. M will be received at the office of the
Bottled in Bond.
Correspondence Solicited.
Cltv c erk of Albnnnerone NT. M nn.
123 S. Third St,
Light rig leaves city for the springs
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906. foT
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
an issue of thirty 'thousand ($30,000)
very Monday and Wednesday.
OOCOOOOOCX
Only first-clashouse at the Springs.
dollars or city building bonds of the
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
B. BLOCK.
J.
uerq"':vN- M; A..c
of the sectli
laborers on the coast SuJ
Distillers.
Friday through In one day. Only
&
Proprietor
'
lines twenty-fivcents per day, the
'V'Y.V line with change of stock en route.
J
KY.
FRANKFORT,
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TATJL
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
u"t.
raise to go into effect June 1. The
CfC?J7
to the city.
LOANS.
reason for the raise is said to be that sal, Bu
H.
&
Automatic phone 451.
oiuoer W
' y,
the company find it impossible to
10,
N. T. Armijo Bulldtn.
Room
MELINI & EAKIN
he wages it aas been pay-- ! L,
I,'"lalJie
v..s bid is accepted.
General Repair Shop.
A.
ine its section men. . In th nericul-- l Said? citr
packed and orated; gasa
hnnrip irA in ji V
Furniture
Agents.
Sole
blliliUnr
tnral states it is especially hard to get
line and gas stoves repaired.
Finest Whiskies
issued in tne denomination of one
Albuquerque, N. M.
section men, on account of nhe
Next to Walton's drug store, Sou til
199.
Automatic
of the country. Tne labor used thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are;
Phone,
Third street.
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
on the coast lines at present is almost to bear Interest at a rate not to ex-- !
UP TO DATE SIGNS
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,,
JOSEPH
BARNETT,
exclusively Mexican, Indian and
Prop'r.
and are to be sold at not less than
...... v . muiu iiiiiv.i(kii auu
j.
SAMPLE ANO
www
203 WEST 81LVER AVE.
PIONEER BAKERY v
interest are to be paid in New York
0 West Railroad Avenue
PECOS VALLEY TRAIN
CLUB ROOMS
W. Strong's Sons
0.
SIMON
BALLING,
Proprietor.
city
and
the
is
to
payable.
interest
be
DITCHED NEAR ARTESIA.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
on the first days of Jan- Last Wednesday morning's north-- :
STRONQ BLOCK.
bound passenger train mt with an uary and July of each year.
riRB
WEDDING
'
CAKES A SPECIALTY.
Said bonds are to be payable at the
INSURANCE.
accident about four miles this side of
option
of
Secretary
Building
city,
twenty
(20)
the
Mutual
years
runArtesla, the trucks of the tender
We desire patronage and we guarand absolutely payable thirty (30)
tlon. Office at 217 West
ning off the rails and cutting the ties
antee first class baking.
avenue.
for several hundred feet, says the jcaio mier aaie. iD8 right is re207 Suth First Street. Albuquerque.
Carlsbad ' Argus. The train was de- served to reject any and all bids.
or further Information, address
layed from 8 o'clock in the morning
TOrt A. ORAD I
M. DRAGOIE
HOt Only
until 3 o'clock in the afternoon, a re Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer- CfSGS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
and
in
Dealers
Groceries,
Hay,
Provisions,
Dealer In
lief engine being sent from Roswell.
...
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Grain and Fuel.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
uj uiun in uie ciiy
council.
Most of the passengers went to Ar-Fine Line of Imported Wines, IJquors
clerk- tesia In hacks and on foot, w'herethey
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
May
and Cigars. Place your orders for
spent the day.
All Kindt of Fresh Meal,
line
us.
with
Manufacturers
this
of
the
Reform
Blfoculs.
N.
Among the passengers on the irain
Second
Both
Pnonta.
St..
...
300 North. Broadway, corner ot Wi
WB IIU15 tou1Lh.
were J. C. Keith and W. W. Go'.ton,;
west
Ave
Albuoucroue'B
Ontie,
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Cxclusiv.
ington avenue, Albuquerque, H.
.,. .
I
who were going to Roswell as wit-- .
nesses fir a Mexican neighbor named'
Ramirez, to prove up on his homethey arrived WVdnes-- ,
stead. Wh-day it was too late, me land office
having closed, and Thursday the land
office was too busy, so they were com-- !
elkxl to wait until Friday. This
shows '.low necessary- it is for the land
office to have a branch at Artesia. f jt
this county, which is too far away to
go to Roswell.
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TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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A. D. JOHNSON

The St. Elmo

y

RANKIN

A. E. WALKER,

semi-annuall- y

You Enjoy Reading

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

lAS

201-21-

tts
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RAILROAD.

s

ojH-tat-

o

ma

EST. EMI,
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lcaied on the Helen

i

of The Atchison, Topcka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa

F"e

Railway

a.en is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
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LIMITED

25x142 feet, laid out w:,b bro.d 80 and
street., with alley. 2(, feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park tnd Sr.nd old taade tret.; pabll. tCBOOl BOOM, eoV
Population of 1.D00 Inh.buants; l.rge.t mercantile establishment, in Nevr Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150
barrels daily; large w inery; taret aotela.
largest .blppln point for wool, flat.r. wheat.
ine. beaL. and bay In Centr.l New Mexico. It. Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near fjturt cannot be estimated.
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WAIL

AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE
W.LL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST ANO WtUT, NORTH

cfered are in tae center of tbe city, well traded, (m.t.y
ytrd, druf .tore, birnen .bop, etc, etc. Al.o a

of them Improved by cultivation)
Hr.t-cla.modern bote'..

tol

s

;

no

..ud

or gravel.

We need

flr.t-cla- n

x,

DC.iuixt

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor .nop. .'ooe hoate, Jeweler, plumbini tkot,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

llt-nr-
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a.ld
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Articles cf Incorporation Filed. With
Capital Siock of $60,000 Track
Eight Miles Long.
Ar'ic!,'
if
in firjMra:ioii
"f ..jf
ii Pyramid railroad have
Unliur
ecu filed in the ouice of Territorial
.1.
V. Rani,lls, hy William
H. Small. Joseph A.
James L.
Well and Tli' nias A. Lister, of I.ords-liurtr- .
anil Henry E. HutTman, of Victor. Colo.
Tile projt'C.ed rn iruad will extend
Pyramid, in Grant
'
from Nirdi-liur- j
county, and an iuti i Hieo.ate branch
will nin frnn: Ina Junction to iin-ney- .
Iiath of which ioinla ar, also in
!rant county. The main iine ' f the
road will he t ijibi mil'8 in ln e: h and
thf branch a litti- - more than two
wiles.
Tlie corporation is capitalized at
$i;o.iihi. divided into ,;.mi shares of
the par va'ue o. v." each. The mm
of $ll,'Ki has be. n paid into the
E. Hoffman
treasury,
holdine
Rto-to the amount of $ n.'.nio, the
beini;
equally divid-- d
remainder
aiming the tlier incorporators.
The principal business oltiee is
L.
rit'd u' l.ords'.nirir and .latm-The term
V:i, is na'Mel as
of i ist, nee of r'.le odiipany is fixed
fit nf:y y ars, and its purpose is to
a
c,n.-triKniaintau and
railroad bv n.am, electricity or ar.y

Ratt'

UNDERTAKERS

If your eyes are relieved from strain.
We
fit
COrrdCtlyWO
the frames com fnrtahix,

""SlL.iu.

PYRAMID

Lucera

7

12

j

THE LORDSBURG

CO.

SHOEMAKER

L.

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

Trimble

!

!aali2

DE EDS

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
rrcsmeni;
WM. M

BERQER, Secretary

e

f;fii.-i'-

m
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PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

citizens and taxpayers
of Gallup
for
surely could Ret some redress
the wrongs inflicted on that town by
applying to .ludae Abbott or District
Atti.rney Clancy.
r II 1 I. UMOT"
Chan. Vorhes, right band man for
Construction comthe Lantry-Sliar- p
pany on the Santa Fe cut-of- f.
Is in the
city from Helen to transact business
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
314 WEST RAILROflDAYt
and Incident ly to take In the ball
game. Helen has a ball team this
Following is the 4 o'clock report of year that is hard to beat. Next Sunincoming psssenRer trains:
day the Belen Colts wl.l play the
No. 1, at 12, in.
,
Magdalena Minors at Magdalena. The
No. 7. at 12:20
m.
following Sunday, they will play the
No. 9. at 12:25 a. m.
Socorro Bohemian?, and an effort will
No. 8. at 2:15 a. m.
lo made to have the Albuquerque
No. 3, at 4:30 p, m.
town
Grocers go down 'to the cut-oNo. 4. at 2: 10 a. m.
for a game on the Sunday after that.
An extra coach will be attached to
Faust at Casino tonight.
This is an exact reproduction of our'
the morning south bound freight train
If you want to be entertained, see for the accommodation of any one
Myle 250 Soft Kid, Low Shoos, with
who wishes to go down for the game.
Faust at the Casino tonight.
extension solos. They are made on a
.1.
J. Shorhlan lias returned from
a business trip of a couple of weeks' RETAIL MERCHANTS
la.U that gives plenty of room across
duration in Mexico.
the ball and prevents cramping;
HOLD A MEETING
Samuel Neustadt, of the Ernest
Meyers company, returned tills mornwfiilo the sung fit over the instep and
ing from a business trip to Apache
There was rather an !niortant
around the ankle keeps the font from
county, Arizona.
meeting of the Albuquerque Retail
slipping up and down.
Col. and Mrs. W. H. Greer, who have Merchants' association held last evenleen to Chicago on Important busi- ing in the rooms of the association
Thoy have military heels, patent
ness matters, will return to the city In the Whitine .block at which Presi
leatuer tips, and come In either black
tomorrow night.
dent Jaffa, who called the meeting to
Charles V. Safford. the efficient order, presided.
or brown.
The meeting was held for the
traveling auditor of the territory, 'who
nf lisnnriHlnir lhf nrlvUaliillt v f
was hero on business, returned to
calling a meeting of tne retail merSanta Fe this morning.
United States Marshal C. M. For- - chants of the territory for the pur- .
McKAY SEWED
$2.25
aker and family returned last night H)s or iorming a permanent icrganlza-tlon- ,
from a visit to Mrs. Foraker's parents
,
HAND WELT
$2.75
The meeting, which was very
In the Indian Territory.
in tone, heartily endorsed the
A party of forty young people en
action of forming a territorial orjoyed a plunge at the First Streot ganization nn.l lllll.le nhnl fnr thp
Mrs. E. G. calling of a convention to
natatorium last night.
8AUCE3 AND C0NDIMENT8.
take place,
Millenbaugh chaperoned the party.
act'oruing no last nignt s plans, some
Miss
Topeka,
Iladley
Winifred
of
time
during
September,
probably
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'
who has been the guest of Mr. and wnile the itwenty-slxtannual fair is
grocery store, are sure to bring the Mrs. D. A. IJiltner, left last night for In progress.
A fHininiitren
AmwtlntPfl
a.t lnat
right flavor to all dishes into which El Paao to visit Pass City friends.
After three months of waiting and night's meeting to draft a letter
they enter. This Is because we al- several days of strenuous work mov which, in circular form, will be sent
ways procure the best manufactured. ing, the firm of Welller & Benjamin to every retail merchants' organizaWe find out first what brands are re- will lo ready to open for business tion In tVio tfrrltnrv. ,.f Voir- - Mat.
and to individuals as well, ask
thir new home in the Marron fco.
liable and personally guarantee them. in
ing them to attend this convention
building tomorrow.
' Sil- and
assist In perfecting a iermanent
W. W. Arnold, president of the
ver State Cigar company, iof Denver, organization, which will have for its
Colo., Is In Che city calling on local ol.Ject the 'betterment of the retail
cigar dealers. Introducing the Brown merchants In New Mexico a a whole,
as well as individuals, nnd to protest
Palace and Silver State cigars.
against unjust freight rates, etc.
An important business meeting cf
No. 118 and 120 South Second street the Indies' Aid society of the Presbyterian church will be held tomor- AT M. E. CHURIH
(Thursday)
row,
afternoon, at 2
THURSDAY EVENING
o'clock, at the residence of Mrs. R.
CEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
W. D. Bryan.
Tile lat of the series of meetings
Miss Hattie Crawford and Miss
Minnie Craig left this morning for an of the Six O'clock club of the Broth
extended visit In the east. The former erhood of St. Paul, will be held on
will spend the greater part of the Thursday
evening. May 31, at the
summer with friends and relatives in rirst Methodist Episcopal church. A
Boston, and the laWer will visit rela- pajier will be read by Miss Ethel
line
Hickey, entitled, "Man." A general
tives at Jersey City, N. J.
I. O. O. F. hall, South Second t reet, discussion will follow, and in addition
China
was crowded to tho doors last night an attractive program has been ar
bupper will lie served at 7
, ,
In honor of the ninth anniversary of ranged,
cents.
the Woodmen's. Circle, the ladies of o'clock p. m. Price, twenty-fiv- e
which celebrated the event by enterMORTUARY
taining a large number of friends with
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS!
Mrs. Carl
music and refreshments.
Hopping delivered the address of welSOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Laura B. Kauffman.
come.
Laura B. Kauffman, wife of v.narles
Tho Santa. Fe base ball boys came F. Kauffman. formerly agent for the
down from the Capital City last night, Standard Oil company
at Toledo,
accompanied by a very sn ail crowd Ohl, died a their residence
in this
of rooters. Gallegos, owing t some city, 214 North Walter street, yesterpoor management on tho part of the day morning at 7:30 o'clock,
of tuberBrowns, contracted by telegraph last culosis. The deaceased with her hus
night to pitch for Santa Fe. Albu- band and two children, two sons
querque had expected him to pitch one daughter, had been a resident and
oi
one game for them, but no arrange- Albuquerque about seven months. The
come
ments were made with htm to that funeral took (place this afternoon from
end.
the residence on Walter street, Rev.
The second concent of the Coronado Rollins officiating. Interment was in
Tent City band will be given at Rob- r alrview cemeterv.
park. The hours this evening
inson's
IS"EY
j
Tennis Oxfords, with rubber soles
will be the same as last night the
beginning at 8 o'clock and con and black or white canvas uppers, for
music
CHERRY
tinuing until 10 o'clock. The concert men, women and children, 50c, 60c.
and 75c, at C. May's shoe rtore.
last night was a disappointment ow- 65c
AMERICAN BEAUTY
ing to the Inability of the people to 314 West Railroad avenue.
hear on account of the poor acoustic
HOLLY BRAND,
Barnett Building
J. H. Q'RIELLY CO , Druggists
properties of the,. Alvarado veranda
BEST IN THE LAND.
A number of solos are on the program
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
for tonight.
GRUNER
4. SCHEELE, GROCERS,
John Reub, the engineer. Is having Auto phone, 364.
Colo., Black 107,
a hard time of it, tliene days. He has
just returned from the San Jacinto TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
hot springs of California, where he WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
was sent to take the baths and drink JUNE.1. PAY THIS MONTH.
the mineral water for rheumatism,
and now the local railway physician ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE
including
complete,
and surgeon tells him, If he wants to b Machinery,
iler and engine, for
roller
get well, he must go to a lower altiflour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
tude, hence he will leave in a
for Los Angeles, where he will Las t ruces, N. M.
enter the railway hospital there.
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
MATT.
Louis O'Bannon Is on the Invalid EVERY DAY, EXCEPT
SUNDAY, AT
list these days. Several months ago ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
he accompanied a party of prospectors NOON TO 2 P. M.
from this city to the Mogollon mountains, remaining there several weeks
WANTED. STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
and made some locations for Albuquerque men. On the return to this summer.
J. W. MASTERS.
N. M.
city and within a short distance of
118 Gold Avenue
Gallup, the wngon handled by O'BanHOLLY BRAND,
non ran down Into an arroyo, and in
BEST IN THE LAND.
O'Bannon was tossed to
the mix-u- p
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
THE
the ground. His lack was badly
sprained and he still suffers as a re- GRUNER & SCHEELE, GROCERS,
Auto phone, 364,
Colo., Black 107.
sult of the accident.
The Citizen lias received ia commuSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
nication fmm Gallup, the writer head
RAILROAD AVE.
Window screens, 7 cerrts per foot.
ing his article, "Terrible State of
Affairs at Gallup." ir ail he says Is
A home made door, with trimmings.
exfor $1.25.
true, really a bad state of affairs
Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Class, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
We ArA mnVInff window screens all
ists at Gallup, but the communica
your trade and guarantee A 8QUARE DEAL.
tion will not be .published because the mortised together, and as strong as
writer falls to send In tils correct a aoor, lor 7 cents a square loot. A
name. This paper, however, sug- screen door, 2:6x6-6- , or
that
gests to the writer that he and other win outlast any aoor snipped in nere
from the cast, together with trlm- mincs, for J1.25.
We Tnflka tho reenlar fihon rnnrtp
screen doors that have always cost,
nere'.orore, 12.00 to 2.25, for $1.50.
122
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LOCAL

and

PERSONAL

(

Hieh Grade Oxfords
at a Moderate Price

r

CITIZEN.

EVENING

.

ff

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30,
STAGE TO JEMFZ

1906.

SPRINGS

The undersigned Is prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT 8PRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George II. Moore. No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHXSTON'.

The Vigor of the War of '6

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember. RnrpVa a tho nnlu limp
sold here that will not pop, crack or
iiiisier in me wall. Bee that it is
specified in your contract.

ARDOR OF THE WAR OF CLOTHES

HAHN

1

Is Paralleled by the

& CO.

The one was for the supremacy of a
cause

Whltcomb Bprtngs Dellgntful summer resort, la now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

The other for the supremacy of
fect.

ef-

Yar by year, 'way Ixick as far as
'61. clothes maker have been warring
for supremacy. Now, 'tis Bottled. Ev-

i

ery man who knows, cries forth the
marvelous victory of OWE clothes
maker
HART,
SCHAFTNER

Until June 1

A
MARX,

Stand forth

alone on a pinnacle of
fame, wr.n by Honest Making of Good

ROSE PLANTS

TWO-YEA- R

Clothes.

$4.00 and $5.00 PER DOZEN

Tho Railroad Avenue Clothier

IVES,

Florist

EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR H. S. &

AT.

SUITS

h

The Golden
Rule Clothing Store
The Storo for Style, Service and Saving

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Maynard

s

Go

This picture shows an E.
ut

Fine new
Pickard's Hand
just arrived.
Painted
We invite your inspection.

g
All these are points of
There is just as ruueh style to men's
not often seen In 75c shirts,
and mean comfort find service to shirts as there is to women's shirt
the wearer. To introduce them we waists. Note the fit of the young
have placed them on sale for one man's shirt. With E. & W. a man
can leave off his coat confident that
week at the special price of
he will look presentable In the presshirt-makin-

50

and we were never
to
able
entertain it. Treat
better
your throat at our fountain.

LUMBER,

CEMENT,

SISTERS

i

SASH,

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

BYBR ITT

U3,
1

1

Watt Gold

!

Diamond

CO.

SUKttllUn

S. Second

LUMBCK

PLANING MILL CO.

FRESH

i

WALKOVER SMOE,
$3.50 $4.00

XX

9

WALKOVER HABIT.

'o

CUT FLOWERS.

I'r. Williams has practiced his

TICKETS

R.R.

TRY A PAIR

1

N

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL

AND

the

Wholesale
and Retail ITU
REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

USk lb&

A
UW

& COMFANY

TSi

Sf

ROSENFIELO'S.

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

past

BOUGHT. SOLO

GARDENTOOLS

SPADESrSHOVELS

1

8 W. R. R. Ave.

RAhES
GARDEN BARROWS

213 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

Association Offlco
Transactions
1

and Retail

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

pro-

Wholesale

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

FREEZERS

Guarantied

BOARD.

XXXXXXXXXXXX'XXX'XaXXX'XXXXX'XXX'X

p. in,

fession in las Vegas for
s'
years.

I

.

o

PRESIDENT OF

Successors to E. J. POST

Oifuv over Mandell's on Railroad
avenu,. between First and Second
"'reels. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30

you are at once impressed with their excellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly
inside and out you find yourself confirmed in, the

NEW MEXICO.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

AINU

DENTIST.

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES

FIRST ESTABLISHED

Glasses fitted for refief of poor
vision, headache
nervous
and
Appointments
strain.
made at
Vann's drug store.

Dr.B. M.Williams

.

D.

Eye Sight
Specialist

4

rf

40 i, 403 North First Street

111 Soath First Street

OPTICIAN IN

IVES, THE FLORIST.

III J

it 5,

S. T. VANN, 0.

itiHTYirTlIYtttlt

THE HOME OF

i!

1

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Palace

EL, WASHBURN

i

iwnwmi Mi limn

Albuquerque,

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

i.

!

'-

i

few-day- s

ORDERS PROin'TLY FILLED

First and Marquette,

n

Wholesale Distributers: McCorrnick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

1

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

It has

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL

ence of any one.

each

The reason that we talk E. & W.
shirts is shown by the above illustration. They are full in size and
fit comfortably.
They are so well
made; so stylish, and so good In
in every respect that the maker
puts his brand on them. He could
not afford to put his brand on them
If they were skimpy and cheap.
This brand is for your safety. It
means that the shirt on wnlch it la
found Is not only good as to c'oth
v
quality but Is made right,

Whitney Company

THE SODA THIRST
r

& W. 75c

shirt. Notice the curved arm holes,
the wide and roomy sleeves, the
low-cneckband at back to protect the skin from collar button.

M

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

2

